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CHAPTER I 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
A brief glance in the backyard reveals a flutter of activity at my birdfeeder. A 
solitary object is perched on the feeder, yet a collection of categories come to mind: 
living object, animal, bird, American Robin. The ease that these categories become 
available masks the complex categorization process of mapping perceptual information to 
stored representations of knowledge. But, what category was available first? Did I see the 
animal before the bird and when did I recognize an American Robin?  
 The speed of categorization decisions is often used as an index into the processing 
stages of categorization (e.g., Rosch et al., 1976; Jolicoeur et al., 1984). It has been 
assumed that categorizations with the fastest responses are tied to an initial stage of 
processing that must finish before categorizations at other levels of abstraction can begin 
(e.g., Grill-Spector & Kanwisher, 2005). Recent work has challenged the assumptions of 
stage-like processing and that fastest necessarily means first. Detection and 
categorization decisions thought to occur from the same stage of processing (Grill-
Spector & Kanwisher, 2005) show decoupled time courses with simple stimulus (Mack, 
Gauthier, Sadr, & Palmeri, 2008) and task manipulations (Bowers & Jones, 2008; Mack 
& Palmeri, 2010a). Also, mapping the time course of categorization suggests that 
differences in the speed of categorizing at different levels of abstraction are accounted for 
by differences in the growth rate of perceptual information rather than differences in the 
onset of processing (Mack, Wong, Gauthier, Tanaka, & Palmeri, 2009). Categorizing a 
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bird is faster than categorizing American Robin not because bird is processed first, but 
because processing for American Robin is slower.  
So, what does it mean to be fastest? The speed of categorization decisions reflects 
when a sufficient amount of perceptual information is available during processing. Some 
perceptual information may be available before other perceptual information (e.g., Oliva 
& Schyns, 1997) and category decisions can be made based on partial information made 
available throughout perceptual processing (Lamberts, 2000). How quickly perceptual 
information is processed depends on a variety of factors including the organization and 
retrieval of stored category representations, sensitivity to perceptual features, and 
selective attention to diagnostic features (Nosofsky & Palmeri, 1997; Palmeri, Wong, & 
Gauthier, 2004). Insight into underlying mechanisms of categorization is gained by 
understanding what category representations are accessed fastest and the factors that 
influence the speed of categorization.  
 The seminal work of Eleanor Rosch and colleagues (Rosch et al., 1976; Mervis & 
Rosch, 1981) described the privileged status of the basic level of object categories. The 
basic level comprises object categories at an intermediate level of abstraction (e.g., bird, 
car, chair) that typically show an advantage over categories more superordinate (e.g., 
animal, vehicle, furniture) and more subordinate (e.g., American Robin, Toyota Camry, 
armoire) in a variety of tasks. For example, in explicit naming tasks basic-level categories 
are generated first and in speeded category verification tasks responses are faster to basic 
categories than subordinate and superordinate categories (Rosch et al., 1976). This 
privileged level of abstraction was later termed the entry level of categorization to reflect 
the level at which perceptual information first makes contact with a stored visual 
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representation (Jolicoeur, Gluck, & Kosslyn, 1984). For most objects, the entry level is at 
the basic level, but the entry level can be affected by a variety of factors (Jolicoeur et al., 
1984; Murphy & Brownell, 1985; Tanaka & Taylor, 1991). According to basic-level 
theory, my glance in the backyard most likely accessed bird faster than animal or 
American Robin.  
 The classic findings of basic-level theory have been challenged by a flood of 
research into so-called ultra-rapid categorization (Bacon-Macé, Kirchner, Fabre-Thorpe, 
& Thorpe, 2007; Delorme, Rousselet, Macé, & Fabre-Thorpe, 2004; Fize, Fabre-Thorpe, 
Richard, Doyon, & Thorpe, 2005; Kirchner & Thorpe, 2006; Macé, Joubert, Nespoulous, 
& Fabre-Thorpe, 2009; Rousselet, Macé, & Fabre-Thorpe, 2003; Thorpe, Fize, & Marlot, 
1996; VanRullen & Thorpe, 2001a, 2001b). The typical rapid categorization task is to 
detect a member of a superordinate category (e.g., animal) in a briefly presented image 
(<30ms). Responses in rapid categorization are very accurate and fast with response-
related electrophysiological evidence emerging as early as 120-150ms (Thorpe et al., 
1996; Rousselet et al., 2007). The often-expressed implication of these results is that 
rapid categorization represents the limit of perceptual decision-making (Thorpe et al., 
1996; Fabre-Thorpe et al., 2001) and such fast responses to superordinate categories 
leave little room for faster basic-level categorization as predicted by basic-level theory 
(VanRullen & Thorpe, 2001a). This implication has recently received support in a rapid 
categorization study directly comparing superordinate- and basic-level categorization 
(Macé et al., 2009). Macé et al. observed a superordinate-level advantage in rapid 
categorization, as suggested in their title, “You spot the animal faster than the bird”. 
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 The findings from standard category verification studies (employing tasks of what 
I will label normal categorization) and rapid categorization studies seem to support 
opposing accounts of categorization. The privileged level with fastest access is the basic 
level in the normal categorization task, but fastest access is at the superordinate level in 
the rapid categorization task. Reconciling these findings is key to understanding the 
underlying mechanisms of categorization. This document describes a series of 
experiments designed to directly compare the critical factors in normal and rapid 
categorization. After a brief review of the important findings and theories of normal and 
rapid categorization, the specific factors separating the two tasks are discussed. This is 
followed by a description of experiments conducted to investigate these factors. Finally, a 
general discussion presents a summary of the experimental findings and a reconciling 
theoretical explanation of the time course of categorization. 
 
The Entry-level of Categorization 
Rosch’s argument for the basic-level advantage is that the basic level is the level where 
structural similarity and feature overlap is most informative across different levels of 
abstraction (Rosch et al., 1976). Many features are shared among members of basic level 
categories and few features are shared across basic level categories. In contrast, members 
of subordinate categories generally share many features with members of other 
subordinate categories (e.g., American Robins and Barn Swallows both have feathers, 
beaks, wings, etc.) and members of a superordinate category generally share fewer 
features (e.g., not all animals have wings or beaks). In other words, basic-level categories 
are most differentiated from other categories representing a balance of distinctiveness and 
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specificity (Murphy & Brownell, 1985). A consequence of this representational 
advantage is that basic category representations are accessed fastest during 
categorization. 
Rosch’s explanation of the basic level is dependent on the natural structure and 
correlations of object features found in the real world (Rosch et al., 1976). Basic 
categories are accessed fastest because they are generally at the balance point of 
distinctiveness and specificity. According to this constraint, a shift in the balance of 
distinctiveness and specificity will alter the accessibility of an object’s categories. Indeed, 
atypical members of basic categories that are more distinctive relative to typical member 
(e.g., penguins share fewer features with other birds) are categorized fastest at 
subordinate-level categories (e.g., penguins are categorized as penguin faster than bird; 
Jolicoeur et al., 1984; Murphy & Brownell, 1985).  
The perceiver’s experiences and knowledge also affect the accessibility of object 
categories. Objects of expertise (e.g., birdwatchers categorizing birds) are categorized at 
the subordinate level as accurately and as quickly as at the basic level (Tanaka & Taylor, 
1991). Categorizing objects in an expert domain do not necessarily show a different entry 
level. The basic level still retains privileged access, but subordinate categories also share 
that privileged access (Johnson & Mervis, 1997). Similar parity in performance between 
basic and subordinate level categorization has been found with categorizing human faces 
(Tanaka, 2001; Mack, Wong, Gauthier, Tanaka, & Palmeri, 2009) consistent with the 
suggestion that normally-functioning adults can be considered face experts (Carey, 1992; 
Diamond & Carey, 1986; Gauthier & Tarr, 1997). 
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Generally, the entry level is at the basic level, so how then does categorization at 
more subordinate and superordinate levels occur? The early studies of normal 
categorization suggest that after initial perceptual processing accesses an object’s basic 
category, the subordinate category is accessed after further perceptual processing 
(Murphy & Smith, 1982) and the superordinate category is accessed through semantic 
mediation (Jolicoeur et al., 1984). Jolicoeur et al. found supporting evidence for this 
account in an experiment that limited stimulus exposure duration in category verification. 
Subordinate-level categorization performance was significantly worse and slower for 
shorter stimulus exposure (75ms) relative to long exposure (1000ms) while basic and 
superordinate categorization performance was equivalent for both exposure durations.  
The authors interpreted these results as reflecting a temporal constraint on 
processing at different levels of abstraction. With only 75ms of access to the sensory 
information, the perceptual evidence necessary for basic categorization was successfully 
encoded and available for making a category decision. Within that same time frame, 
processing at the subordinate level had not yet finished. Subordinate level categorization 
is a finer level of discrimination with diagnostic features that are defined by more 
detailed information. Extracting and encoding the perceptual evidence diagnostic of 
subordinate category requires more time-consuming perceptual processing. In contrast, 
superordinate categories are defined by a disjoint set of perceptual features. Perceptual 
processing alone does not provide enough decisive evidence for a categorization 
judgment. That superordinate categorization performance was equivalent for both 
exposure durations was a reflection of an indirect process of semantic access through the 
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basic level (Rosch et al., 1976; Jolicoeur et al., 1984). The animal is spotted only because 
it was first categorized as a bird.  
 
Rapid Categorization 
The common language for describing rapid categorization is that it is fast, early, and 
highly accurate (Thorpe et al., 1996). The typical task involves a go/no-go response to 
verification of a superordinate-level category. Minimum manual responses occur as early 
as 220ms (Fabre-Thorpe et al., 2001; VanRullen & Thorpe, 2001a) and 2AFC saccadic 
responses to a target animal image as early as 150ms (Bacon-Macé et al., 2007; Kirchner 
& Thorpe, 2006). The modal ERP findings show a divergence in go versus no-go trials in 
frontal electrode sites at approximately 150ms after stimulus onset (Thorpe et al., 1996), 
though more recent work suggests these early divergences may be due to low-level 
stimulus differences rather than task-related processing (Rousselet et al., 2007). The 
speed of these responses led to the speculation that rapid categorization represents the 
fastest access of higher-level concepts (e.g., animal) by the visual system (Fabre-Thorpe 
et al., 2001; Thorpe et al., 1996; VanRullen & Thorpe, 2001a). 
Rapid categorization is associated with three additional characteristics. First, rapid 
categorization is thought to be unaffected by experience. Repeated exposure to a stimulus 
does not affect the onset of the divergence in EEG waveforms for go versus no-go trials 
(Fabre-Thorpe et al., 2001) nor minimum saccadic responses (Kirchner & Thorpe, 2006). 
Second, rapid categorization has little attentional demands. Fize et al. (2005) found 
equivalent behavioral and ERP results for animal target images presented centrally 
compared to target images presented in one of three peripheral locations. Third, the 
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representations underlying rapid categorization include only coarse object information 
(Evans & Treisman, 2005; Macé et al., 2009). In a RSVP version of rapid categorization, 
Evans and Treisman (2005) showed that after a successful detection of an animal, 
participants were unable to provide specific category information about the animal or 
even where it was located in the target image.  
 The original explanation of rapid categorization suggested that categorization 
decisions were based on the first feed-forward wave of perceptual information passed 
through the visual system (Thorpe et al., 1996; Fabre-Thorpe et al., 2001; VanRullen & 
Thorpe, 2001a; VanRullen & Koch, 2003). This account has been tempered due to recent 
evidence suggesting visual information can be processed more quickly than previously 
thought. For example, visual information reaches frontal areas such as FEF in as little as 
50ms (Kirchner, Barbeau, Thorpe, Regis, & Liegeois-Chauvet, 2009) and temporal 
cortex shows category-specific activation after 100ms (Liu, Agam, Madsen, & Kreiman, 
2009). Within the time frame of rapid categorization responses, rapid categorization 
decisions may be influenced by feedback connections from higher-level areas (e.g., Bar, 
2004). The current theory is that rapid categorization is driven by activation of higher-
level units coding features diagnostic to superordinate-level category. Categorization is 
not completed in 150ms, but neural populations are biased towards coarse category 
information (Rousselet et al., 2007).  
 
Reconciling Normal and Rapid Categorization 
Rapid categorization findings are often discussed as a challenge to basic-level theory 
(Macé et al., 2009; VanRullen & Thorpe, 2001a), yet little attention is given to the 
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experimental differences between these paradigms. The typical paradigms for standard 
category verification and rapid categorization differ on several key aspects that may be 
critical in accounting for the differences in the speed of categorization. The specific 
details of the paradigms and how they differ are discussed below. This is followed by a 
potential theoretical account for reconciling normal and rapid categorization inspired by 
two computational models of categorization. 
 
Experimental Differences 
In a standard category verification task (e.g., Tanaka & Taylor, 1991), participants 
are shown a category label for 1-3 seconds and then shown an image until they make a 
yes or no response. Category labels from superordinate, basic, and subordinate levels of 
abstraction are presented in random order during the experiment. Objects shown during 
“no” trials are members of different categories at the same level as the category label and 
within the category label’s superordinate-level category (e.g., a bird is shown with a 
“dog” label). Objects are generally presented as the central object of the image with little 
or no background. With typical objects from non-expert categories, this task shows a 
basic-level advantage such that objects are categorized at the basic level with greater 
accuracy and/or faster reaction times (e.g., Jolicoeur et al., 1984; Mack et al., 2009; 
Murphy & Brownell, 1985; Rosch et al., 1976; Tanaka & Taylor, 1991).  
The rapid categorization task (e.g., Thorpe et al., 1996) differs from the category 
verification task in several ways. Participants are presented with a target category label at 
the beginning of a block and that category remains the target for all trials in a block. 
Images are briefly shown for 8-30ms and participants must make a response within 1 
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second of stimulus onset. The response window is typically enforced with a visual and 
auditory warning. Responses are typically go/no-go, responding only when the target is 
detected and withholding response otherwise. Qualitatively similar results are observed 
with yes/no responses but are generally 10-20ms slower (Kirchner & Thorpe, 2006; 
Mack & Palmeri, 2010b). For the vast majority of rapid categorization studies target 
categories have been restricted to the superordinate-level with “animal” frequently the 
only category tested. Images are natural, real-world scenes with objects of variable size 
and in variable locations. The general finding is that superordinate categorization is very 
accurate and fast with minimum correct reaction times of approximately 250ms. When 
superordinate and basic categorizations have been compared in this paradigm, 
superordinate categorization is more accurate and/or faster than basic categorization 
(Macé et al., 2009; Mack & Palmeri, 2010b). 
It is clear that normal and rapid categorization differ on several aspects of 
experimental design, but two factors stand out. First, compared to the standard category 
verification task, rapid categorization severely limits exposure duration to object stimuli. 
This may limit the amount of perceptual processing such that only relatively coarse and 
salient visual properties of an image are encoded (Lamberts, 2000). The encoded 
perceptual information available early in the time course of encoding may favor an 
object’s superordinate-level category (Rogers & Patterson, 2007). Second, rapid 
categorization tasks separately focus on categorizing at superordinate and basic levels by 
repeating the same target category for many trials as opposed to the random order typical 
of standard category verification tasks. An experimental context that singly focuses on 
superordinate, basic, and subordinate categorization may lead to differences in processing 
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across these levels of abstraction. The main experimental goal of this dissertation is to 
explore the role of stimulus exposure duration and experimental context in the speed of 
categorization. 
 
Accounting for Normal and Rapid Categorization 
The findings of normal and rapid categorization may be at odds, but the 
paradigms differ in experimental context (i.e., when and how often the target category 
changes) and stimulus presentation (i.e., brief versus long stimulus exposure). The extent 
that the differences in experimental factors lead to a basic- or superordinate-level 
advantage is unknown. Two models of categorization provide similar accounts of why 
factors of the rapid categorization paradigm may change the preferred level of access in 
categorization.  
Macé et al. (2009) suggested an account of the superordinate-level advantage in 
rapid categorization based on a model of categorization by Rogers and McClelland 
(2004) and Rogers and Patterson (2007). This PDP-based theory suggests a specific time 
course in the accumulation of evidence for categories at different levels of abstraction as 
illustrated in Figure 1. Throughout the time course of perceptual processing, evidence 
accumulation follows a broad to fine activation of category representations, but with a 
greater gain in activation for basic categories. As a result, evidence for basic category 
reaches threshold first causing a basic-level advantage (Rogers & McClelland, 2004). 
The interesting aspect of this account is that evidence available early in processing 
weakly supports an object’s superordinate category over its basic category (Rogers & 
Patterson, 2007). It has been suggested that with limited stimulus exposure and rapid 
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responses, rapid categorization is capturing behavior dependent on the early window in 
this time course of categorization (Macé et al., 2009). Presumably, with longer exposure 
to a stimulus image, as found in normal categorization, more detailed perceptual features 
are extracted and the evidence for the basic category quickly surpasses the weaker 
evidence for the superordinate category. 
 
Figure 1: An illustration of the time course of perceptual processing proposed by Rogers 
and Patterson (2007). Early in the time course processing, the coarse perceptual 
representation available supports the superordinate category over basic and subordinate 
categories, but is below threshold (dotted line). With further perceptual processing, the 
perceptual evidence in favor of the basic category accumulates rapidly and reaches 
threshold first leading to the behavioral basic-level advantage observed in normal 
categorization. Rapid categorization decisions made after limited stimulus exposure may 
be based on the weaker evidence available early in the time course of processing. Photo 
credit: Dr. Jennifer J. Richler 
 
A similar explanation based on the time course of perceptual encoding is found in 
Lamberts’ (2000) EGCM, an extended version of Nosofsky’s (1986) Generalized Context 
Model (GCM). The GCM is an exemplar-based model of categorization where category 
exemplars are stored in memory as points in a multidimensional similarity space. 
Category decisions depend on the summed similarity between a target object and the 
time
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exemplars of the alternative categories. The EGCM (Lamberts, 2000) extends the GCM 
to account for the time-consuming process of extracting perceptual information in 
forming the representations relevant for categorization. In the EGCM, a time-dependent 
stochastic process determines whether a stimulus dimension is encoded. The similarity of 
the target to the stored exemplars changes throughout the time course of categorization as 
more dimensions are encoded and a more complete representation is formed.  
A basic-level advantage is accounted for by the GCM (equivalent to the EGCM 
with all dimensions encoded) by assuming category exemplars have more diagnostic 
features for basic categories than subordinate or superordinate categories (Estes, 1994; 
Palmeri, 1999). This situation represents normal categorization: the stimulus is available 
for longer durations allowing for a majority of dimensions to be encoded and the 
representation supports basic category over superordinate category. In rapid 
categorization, there is limited time to encode stimulus dimensions. A superordinate-level 
advantage is predicted by the EGCM in one of two ways. First, it has been shown that 
only relatively coarse and salient visual properties of an image are encoded with brief 
exposures to stimuli (Lamberts & Freeman, 1999). If the properties diagnostic to 
superordinate categories are available before properties diagnostic to basic and 
subordinate categories, representations formed during rapid categorization will support 
superordinate over basic categories. Second, similar to the account proposed by Rogers 
and colleagues (Rogers & McClelland, 2004; Rogers & Patterson, 2007), the coarse 
representations available early in processing may be more similar to stored exemplars of 
the object’s superordinate category than the object’s basic category.  
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These accounts of rapid categorization with the Rogers and McClelland (2004) 
model and the EGCM (Lamberts, 2000) are only reasoned speculation. Rapid 
categorization has not been explicitly modeled in a computational model of 
categorization. However, these accounts suggest an interesting avenue of investigation. 
Both suggest a tradeoff in representational support from superordinate to basic category 
throughout the time course of categorization. Early in processing or with limited stimulus 
exposure, the perceptual representation of the test object may weakly activate the 
superordinate category over the basic category. Later in processing or with long 
exposure, the test object’s basic category is more strongly activated than its superordinate 
category. In other words, the most salient experimental difference in normal and rapid 
categorization, brief stimulus exposure, may play a critical role in the formation of 
perceptual representations and the level of abstraction that is accessed fastest during 
categorization. 
The effect of brief exposure on the formation of perceptual representation as a 
cause for the superordinate-level advantage in rapid categorization has been highlighted 
in the writings of rapid categorization researchers (Macé et al., 2009; Rousselet et al., 
2007) and, as described above, may be supported by models of categorization (Lamberts, 
2000; Rogers & McClelland, 2007). One experimental difference that has not received 
attention in the literature is the role of experimental context in terms of the order of target 
categories. The rapid categorization paradigm attempts to engage the rapid information 
processing of the first wave through the visual categorization system (Thorpe et al., 
1996). To accomplish this, rapid categorization studies typically have one target category 
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throughout a block of trials or an entire experiment. In contrast, the normal categorization 
paradigm has a random order of targets at different levels of abstraction.  
The experimental difference in target category context is important for two 
reasons. First, a target category that never changes, as is found in the rapid categorization 
paradigm, may encourage the use of perceptual strategies that are not employed in normal 
categorization. The intended effect of the rapid categorization paradigm is for participants 
to be fully aware of the target so that the appropriate attentional weights are set to extract 
the most diagnostic perceptual evidence. The assumption is that rapid categorization is 
mediated entirely by perceptual processing of relevant visual features (Thorpe et al., 
2001; Rousselet et al., 2007; Macé et al., 2009). In contrast, early theories of 
categorization describe superordinate categorization occurring through semantic 
mediation with the superordinate category representation playing no direct role in the 
perceptual processing of an object (Joliceour et al., 1984). The possibility that rapid 
categorization engages a different strategy for fast categorization of superordinate 
category has important theoretical implications in reconciling normal and rapid 
categorization. 
Target category context may also affect the speed of categorization due to simple 
differences in the experiment format. Speeded category verification experiments are 
based on the rarely considered assumption that each trial is an atomized event 
independent of all other trials. However, a single categorization trial is found in a stream 
of many categorization trials. In normal categorization, the categorization task randomly 
changes from trial to trial (e.g., “bird?” followed by “animal?”). On a semantic level, one 
trial should facilitate processing for the next trial (e.g., bird should activate the animal 
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representation; Meyer & Schvaneveldt, 1971). However, on a response level, categories 
across levels of abstraction are competing perhaps causing inhibitory effects between 
trials (Tipper, 1985). For example, responding to a superordinate target category may be 
slowed when preceded by a basic target category. This becomes particularly relevant if 
there is a difference in the representation strength across the levels of abstraction (bird 
may inhibit animal more than animal inhibits bird).  
In rapid categorization, the categorization task is the same across many trials. In 
this case, performance may be facilitated with many repetitions of the same 
categorization. For example, category decisions could be based on comparing to the most 
recent trials reflecting category learning during the local context of the experiment (e.g., 
Palmeri & Flanery, 1999) rather than engaging the general categorization process. 
Repetition effects may influence superordinate and basic categorization in differing 
amounts. Basic-level categorization is thought to be a relatively automatic process 
(Richler, 2010). If so, superordinate categorization may be disproportionately facilitated 
by blocking effects due to repetition. It is assumed that a single trial of categorization is 
an independent event, yet between-trial effects of interference or facilitation in speeded 
category verification have not been previously considered. These effects remain a critical 
potential source for speed differences between normal and rapid categorization. 
 
Specific Aims 
This dissertation describes a series of experiments designed to evaluate the nature of 
rapid categorization and how it is related to normal categorization. Two key questions are 
addressed: What factors are necessary for a superordinate-level advantage in rapid 
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categorization? And, are rapid and normal categorization results reconcilable under one 
theory of categorization? 
The general experimental strategy was to introduce factors of normal 
categorization tasks into rapid categorization or vice-versa and explore the consequences. 
Experiment 1 attempted to replicate the superordinate-level advantage in rapid 
categorization. Experiment 2 introduced brief exposures and blocked target context into 
the standard category verification task. Critically, both factors affected the speed of 
categorization.  
What is the role of exposure duration in the speed of categorization? Brief 
stimulus presentation is a hallmark of rapid categorization, but the effect of exposure 
duration on the preferred level of access in categorization remains unknown. Experiment 
3 explored the time course of perceptual encoding for categorization with systematically 
varying masked stimulus exposure durations. The hypothesis that exposure duration is a 
limiting factor in perceptual encoding predicts a distinct temporal pattern of 
categorization performance: an advantage for superordinate categorization with brief 
exposures and a basic-level advantage that emerges with increasingly longer exposures 
(Lamberts & Freeman, 1999; Rogers & Patterson, 2007). Exactly this pattern of results 
was observed in Experiment 3. 
In rapid categorization, brief stimulus exposures lead to a coarse representation 
that supports superordinate over basic categories. But when does this superordinate-level 
advantage emerge? What is the nature of the perceptual information available in a 
glance? The limited representation from a brief exposure may provide more evidence for 
superordinate than basic categories (Macé et al., 2009; Rogers & Patterson, 2007). But, 
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the time course of encoding may also be critical in the speed of rapid categorization 
decisions (Lamberts, 2000). Perceptual information diagnostic of superordinate 
categories may be encoded relatively faster (Lamberts & Freeman, 1999). The focus of 
Experiment 4 was the brief window of perceptual processing available in rapid 
categorization. The time course of categorizing a briefly presented object was mapped by 
disrupting processing with a mask presented at systematically varying time points after 
the offset of the stimulus image. The time course of performance revealed in Experiment 
4 suggested both a difference in the overall evidence and a difference in the timing of 
encoding for superordinate and basic categorization in the rapid categorization paradigm. 
When target categories are blocked, as in the rapid categorization paradigm, 
superordinate categorization is faster than when target categories are randomized, as in 
the normal categorization paradigm. This was observed in Experiment 2 and Experiment 
5, which included a within-participant manipulation of blocked versus randomized target 
category context. Why would the speed of categorization change with different target 
contexts? In a blocked target context, repeating a categorization over many trials may 
lead to facilitated responses. In a randomized target context, switching between 
categorizations may cause interference across trials. Experiment 6 examined the role of 
between-trial effects due to categorization repetitions or categorization alternations at 
different levels of abstraction. Overall, superordinate categorization was most affected by 
local shifts in target context and was as fast as basic categorization after only four 
repetitions. 
A critical component of reconciling normal and rapid categorization is that rapid 
superordinate categorization occurs through direct access of perceptual representations. 
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The perceptual features accessed during the limited window of encoding with brief 
exposures activate a perceptual representation for a superordinate category (Macé et al., 
2009; Thorpe et al., 1996). This description is at odds with theoretical and empirical 
evidence suggesting that superordinate categories do not play a direct role in perceptual 
processing (Jolicoeur et al., 1984; Rosch et al., 1976; Tanaka, 2001). In Experiment 7, the 
perceptual nature of the category representations that emerge as a consequence of rapid 
categorization was investigated in an identity-matching task. After performing rapid 
categorization, representations generated by a superordinate category label facilitated 
processing for the decidedly perceptual task of matching object identity across two 
images.  
The present experiments explored the factors critical for faster superordinate 
categorization in rapid categorization with the intention to provide theoretical insight into 
how normal and rapid categorization can be reconciled. The details of these experiments 
follow. 
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CHAPTER II 
 
REPLICATION AND BRIDGING PARADIGMS 
 
 Experiment 1: A Superordinate-level Advantage in Rapid Categorization 
Studies of rapid categorization have consistently shown that performance for 
superordinate-level categorization can be fast and highly accurate (Rousselet et al. 2007; 
Thorpe et al., 1996). The often-stated implication is that rapid categorization is the limit 
of fast perceptual processing. Animal is detected so quickly it is difficult to imagine an 
advantage for bird or any other basic-level category as predicted by classic basic-level 
theories of categorization (Rosch et al., 1976; Joliceour et al., 1984).  
 Despite this important challenge to the basic-level advantage, very few studies 
have directly compared categorization at different levels of abstraction in the rapid 
categorization paradigm. The one exception, a recent study by Macé et al. (2009), 
provides evidence for a superordinate-level advantage in rapid categorization. They 
found that detecting an animal in briefly presented images was faster and more accurate 
than detecting a bird or dog. These results are an important first step in characterizing a 
pattern of performance unexpected by the classic view of categorization.  
 Experiment 1 attempted to replicate Macé et al. (2009) with two critical 
extensions. Macé et al. found a superordinate-level advantage for detecting animal versus 
the basic-level categories of dog and bird. There is a strong suggestion that animal versus 
non-animal (or living versus nonliving) is a fundamental distinction (Warrington & 
Shallice, 1984) with a distinct neural representation (Caramazza & Shelton, 1998) 
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possibly a result of selective pressures from so called ancestral priorities (New, 
Cosmides, & Tooby, 2007). Macé et al.’s superordinate-level advantage may actually 
reflect the privileged processing for animals or living things. On the other hand, while the 
majority of rapid categorization studies have only examined animal as a target category, a 
notable few have observed similar results for the means of transportation category (e.g., 
VanRullen & Thorpe, 2001a). The question remains whether the superordinate-level 
advantage observed by Macé et al. extends to other superordinate-level categories. 
Experiment 1 attempted to replicate the superordinate-level advantage for animals, but 
also assessed if this advantage is found in another superordinate-level category: means of 
transportation. 
 The second extension in Experiment 1 was a detailed analysis of performance 
with a well-known model of perceptual decision-making called the diffusion model 
(Ratcliff, 1978). In the diffusion model, decisions are made by a stochastic accumulation 
of noisy evidence over time toward a decision threshold allowing for predictions of 
response probabilities and response times (see Figure 2). The rate of accumulation (called 
the drift rate, v) is determined by the quality of evidence extracted during perceptual 
encoding. Higher-quality evidence leads to faster accumulation and faster reaction times. 
The decision threshold (a) affects the tradeoff between speed and accuracy – a lower 
threshold leads to faster, but potentially less accurate responses. The starting point of the 
diffusion process (z) represents bias – the threshold will be reached more frequently the 
closer the starting point is to the decision threshold. Overall reaction time is given by the 
time for the perceptual decision made by the diffusion plus time for non-decision factors 
(Tr) such as stimulus encoding and motor response times. The full diffusion model 
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includes variability in drift rate (η), starting point (sz), and non-decision time (st) to 
account for more detailed patterns of reaction time distributions (Ratcliff & Rouder, 
1998).  
 
Figure 2: Ratcliff’s (1978) drift diffusion model. Perceptual decisions are modeled as a 
stochastic accumulation of noisy evidence over time. Evidence accumulation begins at a 
starting point (z) and accumulates with a drift rate (v). A response is made when the 
decision threshold (a) is reached. The overall time for a response also includes time for 
non-decision processes (Tr). Most of these parameters vary across trials (drift rate: η, 
starting point: sz, and non-decision time: st) such that one set of parameters generates a 
unique distribution of response times as represented by the distribution plotted on top of 
the decision threshold. Different parameter values lead to different RT distribution. For 
example, a smaller drift rate (dotted line) leads to a slower and more variable RT 
distribution relative to the larger drift rate (solid line). 
 
The diffusion model was used as a data analysis device to pinpoint the source of 
the superordinate-level advantage in rapid categorization. I concentrated on three 
potential explanations for the superordinate-level advantage. First, the superordinate-level 
advantage could be due to differences in the time to perceptually process and encode the 
objects for a superordinate or basic categorization. Visual features that support 
superordinate categories may be processed and encoded more efficiently. This would be 
reflected by a difference in the Tr parameter. Second, the decision process for 
superordinate versus basic categorization may be biased. If superordinate categorization 
v
ȘĮ
st
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zTr
time
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is based on coarse perceptual information, the threshold for response may be lower than 
for basic categorization. In this case, a difference in the decision threshold of the 
diffusion process would be expected. Finally, the perceptual evidence encoded during 
rapid categorization may support superordinate categories over basic categories. This 
would be reflected in a difference in the drift rate (v). These are not mutually exclusive 
explanations; any combination of these effects may be in play in the superordinate-level 
advantage. The diffusion model analysis was conducted to fully characterize the different 
components of the decision process in superordinate and basic categorization within the 
rapid categorization task. 
  
Methods 
 Participants. Sixty-one Vanderbilt University undergraduate students (44 female, 
age range 18-22, average age 18.9 years) with normal or corrected-to-normal vision 
participated in this experiment. Participants received course credit for their participation. 
Informed consent was obtained prior to participation in accordance with Vanderbilt 
University’s Institutional Review Board. Two participants did not perform the task as 
instructed and were excluded from analysis. 
 Stimuli. The stimuli in Experiment 1 consisted of natural images of objects from 
one of two superordinate-level categories: animals and means of transportation. The 
majority of the image sets were composed of one basic-level category (animal – dog; 
means of transportation – car) and the remaining images pictured objects from multiple 
basic-level categories (e.g., animal – horse, bear, elephant, elk, deer, bird, lizard, squirrel, 
rabbit; means of transportation – train, boat, motorcycle, helicopter, airplane, bicycle). To 
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reduce the influence of scene context on object categorization processing (e.g., Bar, 
2004), the stimulus images were selected so that pictured objects were prominent and that 
the background scene context was limited. Example stimulus images are shown in Figure 
3. Participants sat approximately 60 cm from the experiment monitor and stimuli 
subtended no more than 13° × 13° of visual angle. 
 
 
Figure 3: Example stimuli used in all experiments (by row: dogs, animals, cars, means of 
transportation). Images were full color and cropped to limit the amount of background 
scene context.  
 
 Procedures. Participants were randomly assigned to one of two groups 
corresponding to the kind of target categories shown throughout the experiment. The 
animal group had target categories of animal and dog; the means of transportation group 
had target categories of means of transportation and car.  At the beginning of each block 
of trials, participants were shown a label of a superordinate-level category (“animal” or 
“means of transportation”) or a basic-level category (“dog” or “car”) that served as the 
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target category for all trials within that block. On every trial, a fixation cross was 
presented for 300-900ms followed by a brief presentation of a stimulus image for 25ms. 
Participants were instructed to respond “yes” if the object in the stimulus image belonged 
to the target category and “no” otherwise. Participants had 1000ms from stimulus onset to 
make a response by pressing one of two labeled keys on a standard keyboard. Trial 
concluded with a 500ms blank screen before the next trial began. 
 The experiment consisted of three consecutive blocks with a superordinate-level 
target and three consecutive blocks with a basic-level target. Half of the participants 
began with the superordinate-level target blocks and the other half with the basic-level 
target blocks. Trials with a mismatch between the target category and the pictured object 
(i.e., “no” trials) presented objects at the same level of abstraction as the target category. 
For example, “no” trials with animal as the target category presented stimulus images 
containing means of transportation and “no” trials with dog as the target category 
presented images of other animals. Before the first superordinate- or basic-level target 
block, participants completed 24 practice trials. The entire experiment lasted 
approximately 60 minutes.  
 
Results 
In all analyses performed for Experiment 1, data from the two target category 
groups, animal and means of transportation, were analyzed separately and in the same 
manner. I first present analyses with standard measures of performance, followed by 
descriptions of the reaction time distributions, then describe the results of an extended 
analysis of reaction time distributions with the diffusion model.  
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Behavioral performance measures. Performance was measured using d’, with a 
hit defined as correctly verifying a target image from the instructed category and a false 
alarm defined as erroneously verifying a distractor image as belonging to the instructed 
category. Reaction times (RT) for hits were also quantified with two different measures: 
mean RT and minimum RT. Minimum RT was defined as the time point when 
categorization performance was first significantly higher than chance levels (Macé et al., 
2009; Rousselet et al., 2003). This was determined by calculating a d’ score for 
superordinate and basic categorization within 10ms time bins ranging from 200 to 350ms 
for each participant. Minimum RT was the earlier of the first two consecutive time bins 
with d’ scores significantly higher than chance. 
 Animal. The average values for sensitivity and mean RT for the animal target 
group are presented in Table 1. For the animal target category group, a significant 
superordinate-level advantage was observed in all three behavioral performance 
measures: sensitivity was larger for superordinate than basic categorization (t29 = 3.438, p 
= 0.002), hit responses were faster for superordinate than basic categorization (t29 = 
2.519, p = 0.0185), and minimum RTs for above-chance performance were faster for 
superordinate (240ms) than basic (270ms) categorization. 
 Means of transportation. For the means of transportation target category group 
(see Table 1), a superordinate-level advantage was observed in sensitivity with higher 
sensitivity for superordinate relative to basic categorizations (t28 = 3.438, p = 0.028). 
Consistent with sensitivity, the RT measures showed no basic-level advantage. There was 
no difference in Mean RTs across the superordinate and basic conditions (t29 = 0.199, p = 
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0.844) and the minimum RTs for above-chance performance were equivalent for both 
conditions (280ms).  
 
Table 1: Sensitivity and Reaction Time Results from Experiment 1 
 d’  Mean RT (ms) 
 super. basic p  super. basic p 
Animal 3.683 3.361 0.002  422 435 0.018 
Vehicle 3.363 3.112 0.028  431 438 0.844 
Note. Italicized values in the p column represent a significant difference between superordinate (super.) and 
basic categorization in a paired-sample t-test (α level of 0.05).  
 
Reaction Time Distributions. In addition to examining average sensitivity and 
response times, I also examined the full distribution of correct reaction times for 
superordinate and basic categorization. I was specifically interested in the fastest tail of 
the distributions and their overall shape. A clear separation in the fastest RTs such that 
the fastest superordinate categorizations are faster than the fastest basic categorizations 
would suggest a perceptual processing priority for superordinate over basic 
categorization. A clear difference in the shape of the RT distributions would be evidence 
for a qualitatively different decision process for the two categorizations (Luce, 1986).  
The characteristics of the reaction time distributions were evaluated by comparing 
probability densities and Vincentized distributions (Ratcliff, 1979; Vincent, 1912) for hit 
responses to superordinate and basic categorizations as shown in Figure 4. The 
probability densities (larger plots) plot the probability of a superordinate (blue) and basic 
(red) hit response occurring within 20ms time bins ranging from 200 to 800ms. 
Confidence intervals (shaded areas) were generated with a random-sampling bootstrap 
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procedure. Each participant’s set of reaction times for superordinate and basic 
categorization hits was randomly sampled with replacement and converted into a 
probability density by binning into 20ms bins. The procedure was repeated 5000 
iterations with the average of the participants’ densities saved on each iteration to create a 
sampling distribution of the group probability density. The confidence intervals 
correspond with the 2.5% and 97.5% tails of each time bin from the sampling 
distribution. For the animal target group (top of Figure 3), there was a clear separation in 
the fastest tail of the distributions with superordinate responses faster than basic 
responses. For the means of transportation target group (bottom of Figure 3), the 
superordinate and basic distributions were largely overlapping.  
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Figure 4: Hit reaction time distributions from Experiment 1. Superordinate (blue) and 
basic (red) categorization RT distributions are plotted for the animal target domain group 
(top panel) and means of transportation target domain group (bottom panel). The 
probability distributions were generated with a bin width of 20ms. Shaded regions 
represent 95% confidence intervals generated from a bootstrapping procedure of 5000 
random samples. Minimum reaction times for above chance performance are illustrated 
by the dotted lines (values are shown above the lines). Vincentized cumulative 
distributions with 95% confidence intervals are depicted in the insets.  
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The central caveat with examining reaction time distributions with probability 
densities is that differences in the reaction times at the level of individual participant data 
may be masked by between-participant variability (Ratcliff, 1979; Van Zandt, 2000). The 
shapes of probability distributions from group averages often do not reflect the shapes of 
distributions from individual participant data (Estes, 1956). Unlike previous presentations 
of RT distributions (Macé et al., 2009; VanRullen & Thorpe, 2001a), the procedure I 
used for creating RT probability distributions does provide an estimate of the variability 
in the distributions, but still falls prey to the issue of averaging.  
To better capture the shape of the individual participant reaction time 
distributions, I created Vincentized (Ratcliff, 1979; Vincent, 1912) distributions of the 
cumulative probability of a hit response for superordinate and basic categorization. 
Vincentizing first creates a cumulative RT distribution for each individual participant. 
Then, the individual participant RTs at each quantile are averaged to create a group 
Vincentized distribution. 5% quantiles were used to create the Vincentized distributions 
presented in the smaller plots of Figure 3. The shaded regions are 95% confidence 
intervals on the Vincentized RT distributions1. For the animal target group, the 
superordinate and basic distributions had very similar shapes, but the basic distribution 
was clearly shifted to the right relative to the superordinate distribution. The decision 
processes for superordinate and basic categorizations may unfold in a similar manner, but 
superordinate decisions benefit from a potentially faster encoding process. For the means 
of transportation target group, the superordinate and basic distributions were largely 
                                                
1 The confidence interval were based on a sampling distribution generated by creating 
5000 Vincentized RT distributions from random samples of each participants’ RT data. 
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overlapping. The separation in the slowest quantiles suggests a difference in the shape of 
the basic and superordinate distributions.  
 
Diffusion model analysis. The standard behavioral measures suggest a difference 
in the speed of categorizing an animal at the superordinate or basic level. Superordinate 
categorization is more accurate and faster than basic categorization. The diffusion model 
was applied to the data from Experiment 1 to better understand the nature of the 
superordinate-level advantage in rapid categorization.  
The general approach of this analysis was to compare how the level of abstraction 
in categorization affects the latent components of processing as formalized by the 
diffusion model. To make these comparisons, the diffusion model was fitted to each 
participant’s response probabilities and response times and the best-fitting parameters for 
superordinate and basic categorization were compared. Analysis focused on three 
parameters from the diffusion model: decision boundary (α), non-decision time (Tr), and 
drift rate (v). In a sense, this procedure is analogous to performing signal detection 
analysis on responses probabilities to disentangle effects of discriminability and response 
bias.  
The diffusion model was fitted to the reaction time distributions for superordinate 
and basic categorization from the two target groups using standard techniques (see 
Ratcliff & Tuerlinckx, 2002; Ratcliff & Smith, 2004). For each participant, hit RTs for 
superordinate and basic categorizations were grouped into 6 RT bins defined by the 0.1, 
0.3, 0.5, 0.7, and 0.9 quantiles and false alarm RTs were binned into 2 RT bins defined by 
the 0.5 quantile. The observed probabilities for the eight RT quantile bins (hits - 0.1, 0.2, 
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0.2, 0.2, 0.2, 0.1; false alarms - 0.5, 0.5) were multiplied by the overall hit and false alarm 
rates. The resulting RT quantiles and observed probabilities quantified both participants’ 
response probabilities and reaction times.  The quantile RTs and a closed-form solution 
of the diffusion model’s cumulative distribution (Ratcliff & Tuerlinckx, 2002; 
Vandekerckhove & Tuerlinckx, 2008) were then used to generate predicted response 
probabilities for each of the quantile RT bins. The fit of the predicted response 
probabilities was evaluated with a G2 statistic, G2 = 2 N !oi ! ln(oi / pi )" , where N is the 
total number of binned observations, oi is the observed probability for ith bin, and pi is 
the predicted probability for the ith bin. The G2 statistic is the ratio between the 
maximum log-likelihood of the observed probabilities and the log-likelihood of a model’s 
predicted probabilities. Smaller G2 values correspond to a closer match between observed 
and predicted probabilities.  
Best-fitting parameters were found for each participant using the SIMPLEX 
minimization method (Nelder & Mead, 1965). Initial parameters values were generated 
with the EZ-diffusion method (Wagenmakers, van der Maas, & Grasman, 2007) and then 
adjusted with SIMPLEX by minimizing the G2 statistic. To avoid fitting to a local 
minima in the parameter space, the SIMPLEX procedure was reset after 500 iterations 
three times before a final run with a maximum of 5000 iterations. In most cases, the 
fitting procedure converged before the maximum number of iterations was reached in the 
final run. The critical parameters in the diffusion model analysis were the decision 
threshold (α), non-decision time (Tr) and drift rate (v). These three parameters were free 
to vary across the superordinate and basic conditions. The best-fitting values for decision 
threshold, non-decision time, and drift rate were compared with standard paired-sample t-
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tests. The starting point of the drift diffusion process was fixed (z = α/2) and the 
parameters representing variability (η, sz, st) were fitted for each participant, but held 
constant across the superordinate and basic conditions.  
The average best-fitting parameter values for the animal and vehicle target groups 
are presented in Table 2. For the animal target group, a significant difference between 
superordinate and basic categorization was found for all three parameters of interest: 
decision threshold was significantly higher for superordinate than basic categorization (t29 
= 2.99, p = 0.006), non-decision time was significantly smaller for superordinate than 
basic categorization (t29 = 2.93, p = 0.007), and the drift rate was significantly higher for 
superordinate than basic categorization (t29 = 2.74, p = 0.01). For the vehicle target group, 
there were no significant differences in the parameters between superordinate and basic 
categorization (decision threshold: t28 = 1.621, p = 0.116; non-decision time: t28 = 0.639, 
p = 0.528; drift rate: t28 = 1.659, p = 0.108).  
 
Table 2: Mean parameter values and confidence intervals for the diffusion model from 
Experiment 1. 
Domain Level α Tr v η sz st 
animal super. .112* .106, .118 
.339* 
.325, .354 
.681* 
.582, .779 
.109 
.053, .166 
.070 
.054, .086 
.126 
.113, .138 
 basic .105 .099, .111 
.355 
.341, .369 
.589 
.480, .677    
vehicle super. .118 .090, .146 
.342 
.320, .363 
.734 
.527, .938 
.145 
.080, .206 
.087 
.073, .102 
.157 
.136, .178 
 basic .138 .111, .167 
.351 
.329, .373 
.640 
.434, .845    
Note. Starting point of the diffusion process (z) was fixed to α/2. Decision threshold (α), non-decision time 
(Tr), and drift rate (v) were compared across superordinate (super.) and basic conditions within each 
domain. *p < 0.02. 
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Discussion 
 The superordinate-level advantage observed by Macé et al. (2009) was 
successfully replicated with categorization decisions about animals. Standard behavioral 
measures showed that superordinate categorizations were significantly more accurate and 
faster than basic categorizations. This advantage extended to even the fastest of responses 
- minimum RTs were faster for superordinate than basic categorization and there was a 
clear separation in the superordinate and basic reaction time distributions. The diffusion 
model analysis provided converging evidence for a superordinate-level advantage, but 
also important clues as to why the advantage for superordinate over basic categorization 
arises in the rapid categorization task. I will return to these results shortly. 
The evidence was less clear for categorization decisions about means of 
transportation. While sensitivity was significantly greater for superordinate than basic 
categorization, correct responses at the basic level were as fast as at the superordinate 
level. The fastest responses for both categorizations were also equivalent. Similarly, 
when the participants’ data were fit to the diffusion model, there were no significant 
differences in the critical parameters. These results do not show a consistent 
superordinate-level advantage for categorizing means of transportation, but they do serve 
as clear and consistent evidence against a basic-level advantage as would be expected in a 
normal categorization task.  
 The diffusion model analyses provided insight into the mechanisms underlying 
the superordinate-level advantage in rapid categorization. There was a significant 
difference between superordinate and basic conditions for all of the tested parameters. 
Unexpectedly, a higher decision threshold was revealed for superordinate than basic 
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categorization. Decision threshold typically captures tradeoffs in speed and accuracy 
(Ratcliff & Rouder, 1998). Given the relatively rare task of categorizing at the 
superordinate level, a higher threshold for superordinate categorization may reflect an 
appeal to accuracy in a task with which participants have less experience or confidence. 
On the other hand, it is a small effect. The significant difference may simply arise due to 
a wealth of power in the analyses.  
It is interesting to find a higher threshold in the superordinate categorization 
condition because superordinate response times were faster than basic. A compelling 
explanation for this seemingly contradictory finding is provided by the significant 
differences in non-decision time and drift rate. Superordinate categorization required less 
non-decision time than basic categorization. Assuming that time for response execution is 
equivalent for superordinate and basic categorization, this difference in non-decision time 
parameter suggests a difference in the time course of perceptual encoding given the type 
of categorization to perform. Visual analysis and encoding for superordinate 
categorization finishes before basic categorization. Also, difference in drift rates suggests 
the quality of the evidence available from perceptual encoding supports superordinate 
more than basic categorization. The emerging picture of rapid categorization follows that 
with limited exposure, perceptual processing is restricted such that only relatively coarse 
and salient visual properties of an image are encoded (Lamberts & Freeman, 1999; 
Schyns & Oliva, 1994). Perceptual information relevant for superordinate categorization 
such as global shape descriptors (e.g., Wilder, Feldman, & Singh, 2011) is quickly 
extracted within this limited window for encoding. For basic categorization, the more 
detailed perceptual information required for faster responses takes longer to encode and 
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cannot be fully extracted with limited perceptual processing resulting in weaker evidence 
for the decision process. 
One alternative explanation for the observed superordinate-level advantage is that 
fast responses in rapid categorization are driven by differences in low-level visual 
properties. In the extreme, participants may cue into a simple image difference that has 
nothing to do with object categorization per se. It has been suggested that power spectra 
based image features are correlated with but not causally related to rapid animal/no-
animal categorizations (Wichmann, Drewes, Rosas, & Gegenfurtner, 2010). However, a 
critical difference in image features may exist across discriminations at different levels of 
abstraction. To investigate this possibility, I conducted an analysis of the information 
content in the low-level global image features of the stimulus set in Experiment 1 (details 
provided in the Appendix). The analysis revealed, perhaps counter intuitively, better 
performance for basic rather than superordinate categorization. In other words, appealing 
to low-level global visual features actually predicts a basic-level advantage. 
Experiment 1 provides converging evidence of the superordinate-level advantage 
in rapid categorization. The extent that this advantage extends to other superordinate-
level domains awaits further study. Evidence for a superordinate advantage in the means 
of transportation domain was inconsistent, but there was clearly no basic-level advantage. 
The experiments described below were conducted to further understand the nature of the 
superordinate-level advantage in rapid categorization. As such, the experiments explored 
categorization within the animal domain.  
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Experiment 2: Bridging Rapid and Normal Categorization 
The superordinate-level advantage in rapid categorization of animals observed by Macé 
et al. (2009) was replicated in Experiment 1. In some sense, these results stand in conflict 
with the classic observation of a basic-level advantage in standard category verification 
tasks (Rosch et al., 1976). The critical question turns to further characterizing when 
categorizing at the superordinate level is faster and more accurate than at the basic level. 
A comparison of the two paradigms reveals two critical factors: exposure duration and 
target category context. Moving beyond a simple what-is-different comparison, there are 
theoretical reasons to consider these factors. Limited exposure to sensory information 
may limit the amount of perceptual processing thereby biasing encoded representations 
towards coarse and salient perceptual features that favor superordinate categories (Rogers 
& Patterson, 2007). An experimental context that singly focuses on superordinate and 
basic categorization, as is found in rapid categorization, may lead to differences in 
processing across the levels of abstraction. Superordinate-specific strategies, shifts in 
criteria, suppression of basic representations, or simple priming effects may emerge with 
a repeated target category. 
Experiment 2 investigated the role of exposure duration and target context in 
categorizing at different levels of abstraction. The approach of this experiment was to 
introduce factors of the rapid categorization paradigm into a normal categorization task. 
The base task was modeled after the speeded verification task from Tanaka and Taylor 
(1991). Participants categorized birds and dogs at superordinate, basic, and subordinate 
categories with either brief or long exposure durations and with randomized or blocked 
target categories. Both the normal categorization (long exposures and random target 
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categories) and rapid categorization (brief exposures and blocked target categories) 
paradigms were represented in this experiment; a basic-level and superordinate-level 
advantage respectively was expected in these conditions. How the factors of exposure 
duration and target context played out in the other two conditions further characterized 
when superordinate or basic category representations are accessed fastest. 
 
Methods 
 Participants. Fifty-six Vanderbilt University undergraduate students (35 female, 
age range 18-23, average age 19.2 years) with normal or corrected-to-normal vision 
participated in this experiment. Participants received course credit for their participation. 
Informed consent was obtained prior to participation in accordance with Vanderbilt 
University’s Institutional Review Board.  
 Stimuli. Stimuli for Experiment 2 consisted of images of dogs, birds, flowers, and 
trees. Dog stimuli consisted of images of the eight most popular dog breeds for 2010 
according to the American Kennel Club (http://www.akc.org/): Beagle, Boxer, Bulldog, 
Dachshund, German Shepherd, Golden Retriever, Labrador Retriever, Yorkshire Terrier. 
Bird stimuli consisted of images of the eight most frequently photographed “backyard” 
birds according to the Cornell Lab of Ornithology (http://www.allaboutbirds.org): Blue 
Jay, Nothern Cardinal, Crow, Coopers Hawk, Oriole, Rock Pigeon, American Robin, 
Tree Sparrow. All stimulus images were collected from various online sources. The 
stimulus presentation setup was the same as Experiment 1. 
 Procedure. The two factors (Exposure Duration: 25 or 250ms and Target 
Context: blocked or randomized) were fully crossed to create four experimental 
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conditions. Participants were randomly placed in one of the four conditions. A trial 
consisted of an initial fixation cross presented for 800ms, followed by a superordinate 
(“animal” or “plant”), basic (“bird” or “dog”), or subordinate (breed and species names 
listed above) category label presented for 1000ms, then a stimulus image presented for 25 
or 250ms depending on the condition. Participants were instructed to respond to whether 
the pictured object matched the category label. Responses could be made for 1250ms 
after the onset of the stimulus image. False trials consisted of objects from the same level 
of the conceptual hierarchy as the category label (e.g., “animal” with an image of a 
flower, “bird” with an image of a dog, and “Boxer” with an image of a Dachshund). The 
blocked target category condition presented category labels from the same level of 
abstraction in separate blocks. The order of the blocks was randomized across 
participants. The randomized target category condition presented category labels from 
different levels of abstraction randomly throughout the experiment. All participants 
received the same instructions. These instructions did not highlight the factors that were 
manipulated; they were not made aware of the target category context or the duration of 
the stimulus exposure. The entire experiment consisted of 12 practice trials and 216 
experimental trials and lasted approximately 35 minutes.  
 
Results 
 The results from each of the four experiment conditions were analyzed separately 
and in the same manner. Average sensitivity and reaction times for superordinate, basic, 
and subordinate categorization in the four conditions is presented in Figure 5. A one-way 
analysis of variance with category level (superordinate/basic/subordinate) as a within-
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participant factor was conducted on sensitivity and RT for each condition. A significant 
effect of category level was observed in all of these tests (ANOVA details are presented 
in Table 3).  
 
Figure 5: Average RT and sensitivity for superordinate (super.), basic, and subordinate 
(subor.) categorization for the brief exposures and blocked targets (top left), long 
exposures and blocked targets (top right), brief exposures and random targets (bottom 
left), and long exposures and random targets (bottom right). Significant differences 
between superordinate/subordinate and basic categorization are represented with an 
asterisk (*). Error bars show 95% confidence intervals based on the main effect of 
category level. 
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The nature of the main effects observed in the one-way ANOVA was revealed 
with planned comparisons (paired t-tests) contrasting basic-level categorization with 
superordinate and subordinate categorization. A basic-level advantage was observed in 
all conditions except with brief exposures and blocked target context. For random target 
context with brief exposures, basic-level categorization was more accurate and faster than 
superordinate (d’ – t13 = 4.28, p = 0.009; RT – t13 = 8.07, p < 0.0001) and subordinate (d’ 
– t13 = 7.96, p < 0.0001; RT – t13 = 4.23, p < 0.001) categorization. Similarly, random 
target context with long exposures also showed basic-level categorization that was more 
accurate and faster than superordinate (d’ – t13 = 3.07, p = 0.009; RT – t13 = 5.18, p = 
0.0002) and subordinate (d’ – t13 = 6.64, p < 0.0001; RT – t13 = 4.43, p = 0.0007) 
categorization. For blocked target context with long exposures, basic-level categorization 
was as accurate as but faster than superordinate categorization (d’ – t13 = 0.023, p = 
0.982; RT – t13 = 3.18, p = 0.0072) and more accurate and faster than subordinate 
categorization (d’ – t13 = 5.67, p = 0.0001; RT – t13 = 3.83, p = 0.002). In contrast, for 
blocked target context with brief exposures, the condition most similar to rapid 
categorization, while basic level categorization was more accurate and faster than 
subordinate categorization (d’ – t13 = 6.58, p < 0.0001; RT – t13 = 2.86, p = 0.0127), there 
were no differences in accuracy or reaction time between basic and superordinate 
categorization (d’ – t13 = 0.707, p = 0.491; RT – t13 = 0.167, p = 0.870). 
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Table 3: Results of one-way ANOVA on RT and sensitivity for Experiment 2 
 
Discussion 
 Experiment 2 crossed the factors of exposure duration and target category context 
to investigate the critical factors for finding a superordinate- or basic-level advantage. 
Across these factors, a basic-level advantage in sensitivity, reaction times, or both was 
observed when exposures were long regardless of target category context and when 
exposures were brief and the target category was randomized. Results more consistent 
with a superordinate-level advantage were found only in with brief exposures and 
blocked target categories, the typical setting for a rapid categorization experiment. It is 
worth noting, a significant superordinate-level advantage was not observed in this 
condition; superordinate performance was not more accurate or faster than basic 
categorization. Rather, the pattern of results shows an equivalency between superordinate 
and basic categorization. Even so, the results from the brief exposure and blocked target 
category condition represent a departure from the clear evidence of a basic-level 
advantage observed in the other three conditions. 
  RT d’ 
Exposure 
Duration 
Target 
Context MSE F(1,13) p MSE F(1,13) p 
25 blocked 3483.2 4.89 0.015 0.214 32.19 <0.0001 
 randomized 1256.6 17.97 <0.0001 0.149 45.48 <0.0001 
250 blocked 2313.4 9.86 0.0006 0.216 20.32 <0.0001 
 randomized 1177.4 11.54 0.0002 0.205 29.17 <0.0001 
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 What is clear from these results is that both factors, exposure duration and target 
category context are important in the elimination of the basic-level advantage. It is often 
argued that the speed of rapid categorization is due to the rapid nature of the stimulus 
presentation: categorizing objects in a glance depends on the fast initial wave of 
feedforward processing that maps visual inputs onto category knowledge (Thorpe et al., 
1996). Presumably longer exposure to an object is required to encode more detailed 
perceptual features that lead to faster categorization at the basic level (Macé et al., 2009; 
Rogers & Patterson, 2007; VanRullen & Thorpe, 2001a; VanRullen & Koch, 2003). 
However, the local context of the experiment is rarely considered in explaining rapid 
categorization results. Macé et al. (2009) offer a quick dismissal of a blocking effect by 
assuming that any benefit from blocking the target category would be seen equally across 
category levels. The results from the present experiment suggest otherwise. Brief 
exposures are critical to the elimination of the basic-level advantage, but only when the 
experimental context singly focuses on categorizing at different levels.  
 The results from Experiment 2 demonstrate the critical role of exposure duration 
and target context in rapid categorization. Knowing that these factors matter leads to the 
question of why they matter. The following experiments explore in detail how exposure 
duration and target context affect the speed of categorization.  
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CHAPTER III 
 
THE TIME COURSE OF PERCEPTUAL ENCODING IN CATEGORIZATION 
 
Successful models of visual object recognition describe an initial processing stage 
that transforms a high-dimensional retinal image into a low-dimensional set of features 
that serve as a perceptual representation (e.g., Dailey & Cottrell, 1999; Edelman, 1999; 
Riesenhuber & Poggio, 2000). Formation of this perceptual representation takes time 
with some perceptual features available before others (Lamberts, 2000; Schyns & Oliva, 
1994). For example, perceptual features diagnostic of subordinate-level categorization 
require more time to encode than perceptual features diagnostic for basic categories 
(Jolicoeur et al., 1984; Murphy & Smith, 1982). A similar hypothesis may describe the 
superordinate-level advantage in rapid categorization. Perceptual information diagnostic 
of basic categories may require more time to encode than the perceptual information 
sufficient for accessing superordinate categories (Macé et al., 2009; Rogers & Patterson, 
2007). The argument follows that with very brief stimulus exposure durations, the 
encoded perceptual information available for categorization support superordinate over 
basic categories (Macé et al., 2009). With longer exposure to the stimulus, the perceptual 
features extracted best support an object’s basic category as evidenced by the basic-level 
advantage (Rogers & Patterson, 2007). 
 Results from both Experiments 1 and 2 provide compelling evidence for this 
explanation. The diffusion model analysis of Experiment 1 suggests a difference in the 
temporal patterns of perceptual processing for superordinate and basic categorization in 
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rapid categorization. And, Experiment 2 revealed the significant role of exposure 
duration in supporting category representations at different levels of abstraction. Yet, two 
specific predictions from the proposed explanation require further study. First, the 
hypothesized time course of perceptual processing (Rogers & Patterson, 2007; illustrated 
in Figure 1) provides a distinct prediction in the tradeoff of relative advantage between 
category levels over time. Early in perceptual processing, the evidence for superordinate 
categories is relatively stronger than the evidence for basic categories. With further 
perceptual processing, the more detailed perceptual evidence necessary for faster and 
more accurate basic categorization are encoded and available. The brief exposures in 
rapid categorization may limit perceptual processing to the early window in the time 
course of processing where there is an evidential advantage for superordinate 
categorization. Experiment 3 attempted to reveal this latent time course of perceptual 
processing with a fine-grained manipulation of stimulus exposure duration.  
The second prediction of the proposed explanation is that the superordinate-level 
advantage with brief exposures is described as a temporal advantage in encoding 
perceptual information for superordinate over basic categorization. Given the brief 
window of processing with rapid categorization, perceptual information for superordinate 
categories is encoded faster than information for basic categories. Experiment 4 tested 
this claim by exploring the nature of the representations at play in rapid categorization 
and how perceptual information is encoded with brief exposures.  
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Experiment 3: The Time Course of Categorization 
The results from Experiment 2 suggest the speed of categorizing at different levels of 
abstraction is altered by the amount of time a stimulus is available for encoding. Long 
exposures to the stimuli led to a basic-level advantage, but limited exposure (and a 
blocked target context) led to an elimination of the basic-level advantage. The critical 
role of exposure duration in rapid categorization performance suggests an encoding 
process where evidences for an object’s categories accumulate with different temporal 
patterns (Lamberts, 2000; Rogers & Patterson, 2007). The purpose of Experiment 3 was 
to uncover the temporal pattern of perceptual processing for superordinate and basic 
categorization decisions.  
Experiment 3 characterized the time course of perceptual encoding for 
categorization with a backward masking procedure (Breitmeyer & Ogmen, 2006). Stimuli 
were presented for systematically varying durations and followed by a dynamic mask. 
Not all processing is disrupted with the onset of a mask (e.g., Rolls, Tovee, & Panzeri, 
1999). However, masking lessens the amount of time available for encoding perceptual 
information. The extent that categorization performance is disrupted for a mask-limited 
exposure duration is evidence of the amount of encoded information relevant to the 
category level. The standard approach of rapid categorization does not limit stimulus 
exposure with masking. It was included in Experiment 3 to systematically control the 
amount of perceptual processing that occurs with a given stimulus exposure and map out 
how evidence accumulates for superordinate and basic categorizations. 
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Methods 
Participants. Twenty-four Vanderbilt University undergraduate students (16 
female, age range 18-22, average age 19.3 years) with normal or corrected-to-normal 
vision participated in this experiment. Participants received course credit for their 
participation. Informed consent was obtained prior to participation in accordance with 
Vanderbilt University’s Institutional Review Board.  
 Stimuli. The same stimuli of dogs, animals, and means of transportation from 
Experiment 1 were used in Experiment 3. Mask stimuli consisted of four frames of 
randomly generated images constructed from contrast-normalized, band-pass filtered 
white noise (Bacon-Macé et al., 2005). Each mask frame was presented for 17ms making 
the total mask duration 68ms. Stimulus presentation was the same as Experiment 1. 
Procedure. Experiment 3 followed the same procedures as Experiment 1 with the 
following exceptions. Stimulus images were presented for a variable duration of 25, 33, 
50, 75, 125, or 250ms immediately followed by a dynamic mask. Responses as to 
whether the pictured object matched the block’s target category could be made for 
1000ms after the stimulus onset. Participants completed six blocks: three consecutive 
blocks with the superordinate category animal as a target and three consecutive blocks 
with the basic-level category dog as a target. Half of the participants performed the basic-
level target blocks first and the other half performed the superordinate target blocks first. 
The order of the mask SOA was randomized throughout a block. The entire experiment 
consisted of 624 trials and lasted approximately 40 minutes. 
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Results 
 Figure 6 presents the average sensitivity (d’) and reaction times as a function of 
exposure duration for superordinate- and basic-level categorization. A 2 × 6 analysis of 
variance was conducted with Category Level (superordinate and basic) and Exposure 
Duration (25, 33, 50, 75, 125, 250ms) as within-participant factors for both sensitivity 
and reaction time. Sensitivity increased with longer exposure durations as revealed by a 
significant main effect of Exposure Duration (F5,115 = 48.37, MSE = 0.256, p < 0.001). 
The main effect of Category Level was not significant (F1,23 = 0.671, MSE = 0.349, p = 
0.421). There was a significant interaction of Category Level and Exposure Duration 
(F5,115 = 6.575, MSE = 0.186, p < 0.001) such that with short exposure durations 
sensitivity was higher for a superordinate than basic, but with longer exposure durations 
sensitivity was higher for basic than superordinate. Planned comparisons of Category 
Level at the exposure durations revealed converging evidence of this crossover 
interaction with significant differences at 33ms (p = 0.0002) and 125ms (p = 0.042) and 
marginally significant difference at 250ms (p = 0.072).  
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Figure 6: Sensitivity (left) and mean reaction time (left) results for Experiment 3. 
Performance for superordinate (blue) and basic (red) categorization is plotted as a 
function of stimulus exposure duration. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals 
based on the interaction category level (superordinate vs. basic) and exposure duration. 
 
 Analysis of reaction times showed that responses were faster with longer 
exposure duration (F5,115 = 13.07, MSE = 772.9, p < 0.001), but were equivalent across 
category level (F1,23 = 1.911, MSE = 3623.1, p = 0.181). The interaction of Category 
Level and Exposure Duration was not significant (F5,115 = 1.097, MSE = 517.9, p = 
0.366). Planned comparisons revealed no significant differences between superordinate 
and basic reaction times (ps > 0.1) except at 75ms (p = 0.032).  
 
Discussion 
 Experiment 3 was designed to unravel the temporal dynamics of the perceptual 
encoding process during categorization. The extent that performance is disrupted by a 
mask presented after a specific duration indicates the amount of encoded information 
available at that time point. Consistent with the findings of rapid categorization and what 
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was found in Experiments 1 and 2, a superordinate-level advantage was observed at short 
exposure durations. There was a general masking effect such that performance was lower 
at these durations, yet sensitivity for animal was higher than for dog. This suggests that 
the information available early in the time course of encoding – and therefore able to 
survive the backward mask – supports superordinate categorization. With longer 
exposures, the advantage in sensitivity for superordinate over basic categorization was 
eliminated and eventually a basic-level advantage emerged.  
The crossover interaction in sensitivity is consistent with the predicted time 
course of processing as illustrated in Figure 1 (Rogers & Patterson, 2007). The perceptual 
evidence available early in the time course of processing supports superordinate 
categories over basic. With longer exposure and more time to encode the more detailed 
features diagnostic of basic categories, the evidence for basic categorization quickly 
catches and surpasses evidence for superordinate categorization.  
That a superordinate-level advantage was observed for brief exposures is 
consistent with the notion that perceptual information diagnostic for superordinate 
categories is rapidly available. Experiment 4 specifically tested this assumption with an 
investigation of how perceptual encoding with the brief exposures commonly found in 
rapid categorization unfolds over time. 
 
Experiment 4: Perceptual Encoding in a Glance 
Rapid categorization findings are often discussed as arising during an early window of 
processing (Bacon-Macé et al., 2007; Fabre-Thorpe et al., 2001; Macé et al., 2009; 
Thorpe et al., 1996). Yet, no study has mapped out the actual time course of processing 
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for rapid superordinate and basic categorization with brief exposure durations. The 
working hypothesis for the superordinate-level advantage in rapid categorization is that 
brief exposure to sensory information creates a limited perceptual representation that 
supports an objects’ superordinate over basic category. But, when and at what stage of 
processing does this advantage first emerge? The diffusion model analysis of Experiment 
1 suggests that the superordinate-level advantage is due to a difference in encoding, such 
that visual analysis for superordinate categorization provides better quality evidence than 
visual analysis for basic categorization. Similarly, if basic categorization requires more 
detailed perceptual features, encoding may be delayed relative to encoding for 
superordinate categorization. Both of these factors, time to encode perceptual information 
and the quality of the resulting evidence, would distinctly influence the temporal pattern 
of perceptual processing in rapid categorization.  
The purpose of Experiment 4 was to characterize the nature of the representations 
relevant for rapid category decisions and how these representations are constructed 
during the time course of processing with the limited brief exposures of rapid 
categorization. In contrast to Experiment 3 where exposure duration was manipulated, 
Experiment 4 focused on the specific window of perceptual processing available from a 
single brief exposure. A backward masking procedure was used such that exposure 
duration was fixed to a brief duration and a mask was presented at varying SOAs (e.g., 
Bacon-Macé et al., 2005, 2007). This procedure fixed the amount of sensory information, 
but manipulated the time available for extracting perceptual information relevant for a 
category decision.  
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Methods 
Participants. Fourteen Vanderbilt University undergraduate students (8 female, 
age range 18-24, average age 19.5 years) with normal or corrected-to-normal vision 
participated in this experiment. Participants received course credit for their participation. 
Informed consent was obtained prior to participation in accordance with Vanderbilt 
University’s Institutional Review Board.  
 Stimuli. The same stimuli of dogs, animals, means of transportation and the mask 
stimuli from Experiment 3 were used in Experiment 4. 
Procedure. Experiment 4 followed the same procedures as Experiment 3 with the 
following exceptions. Stimulus images were always presented for 25ms followed by a 
dynamic mask at a SOA of 25, 33, 50 75, or 125ms. Participants completed six blocks: 
three consecutive blocks with the superordinate category animal as a target and three 
consecutive blocks with the basic-level category dog as a target. Half of the participants 
performed the basic-level target blocks first and the other half performed the 
superordinate target blocks first. The order of the mask SOA was randomized throughout 
a block. The entire experiment consisted of 600 trials and lasted approximately 40 
minutes.  
 
Results 
 Figure 7 displays the average sensitivity (d’) and reaction time as a function of 
mask SOA for superordinate and basic categorization. A 2 × 5 analysis of variance was 
conducted with Category Level (superordinate and basic) and Mask SOA (25, 33, 50, 75, 
125ms) as within-participant factors for both sensitivity and reaction time. Sensitivity 
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increased with longer mask SOA (F4,52 = 23.8, MSE = 0.315, p < 0.001) and was higher 
for superordinate than basic categorization (F1,13 = 32.2, MSE = .448, p < 0.001). 
Critically, there was a significant interaction (F4,52 = 2.78, MSE = 0.161, p = 0.036) such 
that the difference in sensitivity between superordinate and basic at shorter mask SOAs 
was larger than at longer mask SOAs. Planned comparisons comparing sensitivity for 
superordinate and basic categorization at each mask SOA showed a significant difference 
at all SOAs (ps < 0.02) except the 25ms SOA, which was marginally significant (p = 
0.054). 
 
Figure 7: Sensitivity (left) and mean reaction time (right) results for Experiment 4. 
Performance for superordinate (blue) and basic (red) categorization is plotted as a 
function of Mask SOA. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals based on the 
interaction category level (superordinate vs. basic) and Mask SOA. 
 
 The ANOVA for mean reaction times showed a main effect of Mask SOA (F4,52 = 
6.96, MSE = 808.1, p < 0.001) such that reaction times were shorter with longer SOAs. 
Both the main effect of Category Level (F1,13 = 2.45, MSE = 6282.6, p = 0.142) and the 
interaction (F4,52 = 0.384, MSE = 500.7, p = 0.819) were not significant. Similarly, 
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planned comparisons revealed no significant differences between superordinate and basic 
conditions at the different mask SOAs (ps > 0.1).  
 
Discussion 
 The focus of Experiment 4 was to characterize the encoding process during the 
brief window of stimulus access in rapid categorization. To be clear, even though the 
methodological differences between Experiments 3 and 4 were subtle (varying versus 
fixed exposure durations, respectively), the theoretical questions are very different. In 
contrast to Experiment 3 where the goal was to explore the relationship between varying 
exposure duration and categorization performance, the central goal of Experiment 4 was 
to fix stimulus exposure to a brief duration and investigate the nature and timing of the 
perceptual information encoded during rapid categorization. The pivotal question: how 
does the superordinate-level advantage in rapid categorization arise? A dynamic mask 
was presented at systematically varying time points after the brief stimulus exposure to 
map out the information available for categorizing at superordinate and basic levels. The 
extent that a categorization decision is resilient to a mask reveals how much category-
relevant information is available at that point in encoding.  
The longest mask SOA serves as an anchor as it represents the conditions most 
similar to a rapid categorization experiment; indeed, a superordinate-level advantage was 
observed in this condition. Turning to the shortest SOA, after only 25ms exposure to the 
stimulus image and an immediate mask, a marginally significant superordinate-level 
advantage was observed. The immediate mask affected performance for both 
superordinate and basic categorization, but more information diagnostic for the 
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superordinate category survived the mask. This was true throughout the tested time 
window of mask SOAs. Interestingly, performance for superordinate categorization 
reached asymptote by the 33ms SOA, whereas performance for basic categorization 
increased at a slower rate as revealed by the significant interaction in sensitivity.  
These results suggest that with brief exposures, the information relevant for 
categorization decisions favors an object’s superordinate over basic category. Mapping 
out the time course of encoding reveals that this information is available quickly. With 
only a glance at an object, the encoded perceptual representation quickly supports the 
object’s superordinate category. Also, the observed time courses for superordinate and 
basic categorization are consistent with the diffusion model analysis of Experiment 1. 
The growth in performance for basic categorization was slower relative to superordinate 
categorization as would be expected from a longer non-decision time parameter. So too, 
the overall better performance for superordinate than basic categorization suggests a 
difference in the quality of the perceptual evidence that can be extracted with brief 
exposures, a result consistent with a difference in drift rates.  
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CHAPTER IV 
 
EXPERIMENTAL CONTEXT IN CATEGORIZATION 
 
In many rapid categorization studies the only target category is animal (e.g., 
Thorpe et al., 1996; Kirchner & Thorpe, 2006). When more the one target category is 
tested, the target category is blocked (e.g., Macé et al., 2009; Rousselet et al., 2003; 
VanRullen & Thorpe, 2001a). The intended outcome is to create an open loop: 
participants are aware of the target category, the appropriate attentional weights are set to 
extract the most diagnostic perceptual evidence, and the decision criterion is optimized 
for fast responses. The rapid categorization task was designed to engage the information 
content of the first wave of processing through the visual categorization system and to 
capture the fastest categorization decisions (Thorpe et al., 1996; VanRullen & Koch, 
2003; VanRullen & Thorpe, 2002). 
 Whereas rapid categorization attempts to characterize the extremes of fast 
recognition, the typical normal categorization experiment attempts to characterize default 
everyday categorization behavior (Rosch et al., 1976). Stimulus exposure is not limited, 
target categories at different levels of abstraction are randomized throughout experiments 
as might be expected in real life, and participants complete few practice trials (e.g., 
Joliceour et al., 1984; Murphy & Brownell, 1985; Rosh et al., 1976; Tanaka & Taylor, 
1991). Are these differences in experimental context critical for explaining the 
differences in the speed of categorization decisions across rapid and normal 
categorization? 
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 The interim answer seems to be yes. In Experiment 2, the basic-level advantage 
was eliminated only when exposures were brief and target categories were blocked. 
When target categories from superordinate, basic, and subordinate categories were 
randomly ordered, a clear basic-level advantage was observed even with brief exposure 
durations. But, why is the ordering of target categories critical in the speed of 
categorization?  
 It is well established that how fast a categorization decision occurs depends not 
only on the target category but also the contrast of a categorization decision. For 
example, categorizing dog versus car is faster than dog versus bird but equivalent to 
categorizing animal versus vehicle (Bowers & Jones, 2008; Macé et al., 2009; Mack & 
Palmeri, 2010a). Participants are sensitive to the contrast of the target and distractor in 
categorization decisions and are able to tune into the diagnostic information for this 
contrast. Critically, these effects in categorization speed are found when participants 
receive no explicit instruction with regard to the contrast; processing seems to adjust to 
the context of the categorization (e.g., Mack & Palmeri, 2010a).  
 A comparison of categorization performance in a blocked versus random target 
context similar to what was explored in Experiment 2 is found in two ERP studies 
investigating categorization at different levels of abstraction. Tanaka, Luu, Weisbrod, and 
Kiefer (1999) compared EEG waveforms for superordinate, basic, and subordinate 
categorization in a standard category verification task with randomized target category 
context. They only found a late divergence in superordinate and basic waveforms 300ms 
after stimulus onset attributable to differences in semantic processing. In contrast, Large, 
Kiss, and McMullen (2004) observed a significantly shorter latency in the N1 component 
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for superordinate versus basic waveforms in a similar task but with blocked target 
category context. Large et al. argued that this difference in the N1 reflected faster 
selection of visual information diagnostic to superordinate categories. That this difference 
in the N1 was not observed in the Tanaka et al. study suggests a difference in processing 
due to the experimental context of target categories. Perhaps consistently categorizing at 
the superordinate level allows for earlier selection of perceptual features diagnostic to 
superordinate categories.  
 The following three experiments examined the role of experimental context on 
object categorization. Experiment 5 attempted to replicate the effect from target context 
found in Experiment 2 but with a within-participant manipulation of target context. 
Experiment 6 examined how the speed of categorization is affected by a very localized 
context – a single preceding trial of categorization. Finally, Experiment 7 characterizes 
the nature of the processing differences that emerge from blocked and randomized target 
contexts. 
 
Experiment 5: Randomizing Rapid Categorization 
The basic-level advantage was eliminated in Experiment 2 with brief exposures, but only 
when the target context was blocked. These results suggest that experimental context 
does matter: singly focusing on a level of abstraction leads to a differences in processing. 
One nagging concern of Experiment 2 is that experimental context was manipulated 
between participants. In Experiment 5, the focus was to find converging evidence that 
experimental context influences the speed of categorization with a manipulation of target 
context as a within-participant factor.  
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Methods 
 Sixteen Vanderbilt University undergraduates (10 female, age range 18-23, 
average age 19.8 years) participated in the experiment in exchange for course credit. 
Experiment 5 followed the same procedures as Experiment 2 with the following 
exceptions. Half of the experiment had blocked target category context and the other half 
had random target category context. As in Experiment 2, the target category was 
presented on every trial thus allowing for the target category to change in random order 
across trials to create the random target context. The order of the halves was 
counterbalanced across participants. Between the first and second halves of the 
experiment, participants completed an unrelated filler task2 that lasted approximately 30 
minutes.  
 
Results 
Figure 8 presents the average sensitivity (d’) and reaction times for the blocked 
(solid lines) and randomized (dotted lines) target context. Since results were equivalent 
across the order of the target context halves, data was collapsed across the orders. A 2 × 3 
analysis of variance was conducted with Target Context (blocked and randomized) and 
Category Level (superordinate and basic) as within-participant factors for both sensitivity 
and reaction time. Sensitivity was equivalent across the target context (F1,15 = 2.749, MSE 
= 0.246, p = 0.118), but did change depending on category level (F1,15 = 35.59, MSE = 
0.244, p < 0.0001) such that sensitivity was lower for subordinate categorization relative 
                                                
2  The unrelated task consisted of a recognition memory task for chairs and lamps.  
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to superordinate and basic categorization. Category level and target context did not 
interact. (F1,15 = 0.115, MSE = 0.198, p = 0.892). Planned comparisons across target 
context showed no differences (ts15 < 1.2, ps > 0.25). 
Reaction times showed a basic-level advantage in the randomized target context, 
but no differences across category level in the blocked target context. Overall, both target 
context (F1,15 = 8.173, MSE = 4528.8, p = 0.012) and category level (F1,15 = 7.747, MSE 
= 1575.2, p = 0.0019) had a significant effect of reaction times. Critically, the interaction 
between target context and category level was significant (F1,15 = 6.161, MSE = 1501.2, p 
= 0.0057). Planned comparisons across target context showed that reaction times were 
faster with a blocked target context for both superordinate (t15 = 2.62, p = 0.01) and 
subordinate (t15 = 2.602, p = 0.021) categorization. Response times for basic 
categorization were equivalent across target context (t15 = 0.076, p = 0.941). 
 
 
Figure 8: Sensitivity (left) and average reaction times (right) for superordinate (super.), 
basic, and subordinate (subor.) categorization in the blocked target context (solid lines) 
and randomized target context (dotted lines) conditions. Error bars represent 95% 
confidence intervals based the interaction of categorization level and target context.  
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Discussion 
 Similar to the results of Experiment 2, the current experiment showed an 
important role of target category context in the speed of categorization decisions. With a 
randomized target context, a situation similar to the standard category verification 
paradigm, the classic effect of a basic-level advantage was observed. This basic-level 
advantage was eliminated when the order of the target categories were blocked. The 
novel aspect of Experiment 5 was to manipulate target category context within 
participant, thereby allowing for direct comparisons across the two target contexts. These 
comparisons showed that blocked target context led to faster superordinate and 
subordinate categorization, but no change in the speed of basic categorization.  
 The elimination of the basic-level advantage observed in the brief exposure, 
blocked target context condition of Experiment 2 could have been due to faster 
superordinate categorization, slower basic categorization, or a combination of both. The 
results of the present experiment clearly suggest blocked target context leads to faster, 
more efficient processing at the superordinate level. An increased efficiency in 
processing is consistent with a shift from indirect activation of superordinate 
representation through semantic mediation (Jolicoeur et al., 1984) to more direct retrieval 
of recently viewed instances of the relevant superordinate category (Logan, 1988; 
Palmeri, 1997). In contrast, that basic-level categorization was unchanged across the 
target context levels is evidence of a relatively automatic process from the outset 
(Richler, 2010).  
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Unexpectedly, singly focusing on categorizing at one level of abstraction also 
improved processing for subordinate categorization. Sensitivity for subordinate 
categorization was equivalent across target context and worse than both superordinate 
and basic categorization, but subordinate responses were faster in the blocked target 
context. In the typical conditions, subordinate categorization is a slower, more effortful 
process that requires extracting detailed perceptual features (Jolicoeur et al., 1984; 
Murphy & Smith, 1982; Tanaka & Taylor, 1991). A blocked target context may have 
given participants the opportunity to potentially discover and focus on diagnostic features 
within the limited time for perceptual processing of the stimuli. The pattern of 
subordinate categorization results in the present experiment was not observed in 
Experiment 2. Resolving this conflict awaits further study. 
A final note about the results of Experiment 5 is that the order of the target 
context halves (i.e., whether participants performed the blocked or randomized target 
context first) had no effect on performance. This suggests a fairly local window for the 
differences in target context to emerge. Blocked target context may lead to faster 
superordinate categorization, but this speed up is quickly eliminated once the target 
context is randomized. The purpose of the following experiment was investigating the 
consequences of specific local shifts in target context on superordinate and basic 
categorization.   
 
Experiment 6: The Local Context of Categorization 
Repeating a categorization over many trials, as is found in rapid categorization, has a 
seemingly unique consequence on the speed of categorization, namely, a departure from 
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the classic basic-level advantage. Singly focusing on a specific level of abstraction, in 
addition to limiting perceptual processing with brief exposures, leads to faster 
superordinate categorization. In contrast, the typical basic-level advantage is observed 
with randomized target categories, as is found in normal categorization. Why would the 
speed of categorization change with different target contexts? 
 A single trial in a normal or rapid category verification task is considered an 
independent event. The assumption follows that performance on a trial of categorization 
should engage the same mechanisms in the same manner regardless of the type of 
categorization that was performed on the preceding trials. Whether or not this assumption 
holds is rarely considered in categorization tasks. If categorization is influenced by the 
local experimental context, the target contexts employed in normal and rapid 
categorization may lead to different between-trial effects. 
In normal categorization, target categories that randomly change across trials. 
Some trial sequences will include repetitions (“dog?” followed by “dog?”); others will 
include alternations (“dog?” followed by “animal?”). On a semantic level, one trial may 
facilitate processing for the next trial (e.g., dog should activate the animal representation; 
Jacoby, 1983; Meyer & Schvaneveldt, 1971). On a response level, categories across 
levels of abstraction may be in competition (Fox, 1995; Tipper, 1985; 2001). Responding 
to a superordinate target category may be slowed when preceded by a basic target 
category. If there is a difference in the representation strength across the levels of 
abstraction (Rosch et al., 1976), there may be an asymmetry in these between-trial effects 
(i.e., dog may inhibit animal more than animal inhibits dog; Cree, McRae, & McNorgan, 
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1999; Marsolek, 2008; Marsolek et al., 2010; Plaut, 1995). In the extreme case, the basic-
level advantage may be due, in part, to a confounding effect of experiment format. 
In rapid categorization, the target category context is intended to engage fast 
categorization mechanisms and capture the fastest of responses. However, a blocked 
target context may have unintended consequences as well. It is a reasonable assumption 
that repeating the same categorization will lead to some degree of facilitated processing 
for any categorization. But, if basic categorization is a relatively automatic process 
(Richler, 2010), repetitions of basic categorization may have less impact on the speed of 
basic responses than repetitions of superordinate categorization have on the speed of 
superordinate responses. 
 The goal of Experiment 6 was to investigate the effect of local shifts in 
experimental context on superordinate and basic categorization. To the participant, the 
experiment appeared as a normal categorization task with randomized target context. But, 
the seemingly random sequence of trials contained pre-specified pairs of trials (a prime 
trial and a probe trial) categorizing at the same or different level of abstraction. The focus 
was to investigate very local effects of facilitation and inhibition from prime trials. For 
example, is categorizing dog (animal) faster or slower after categorizing dog or animal? 
And, to foreshadow a post-hoc analysis, is categorizing dog (animal) faster after 
categorizing dog (animal) once, twice, or more?  
 
Methods 
Participants. Twenty Vanderbilt University undergraduate students (13 female, 
age range 18-22, average age 19.5 years) with normal or corrected-to-normal vision 
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participated in this experiment. Participants received course credit for their participation. 
Informed consent was obtained prior to participation in accordance with Vanderbilt 
University’s Institutional Review Board.  
 Stimuli. The same stimuli of dogs, animals, and means of transportation from 
Experiment 1 were used in Experiment 6 along with the bird stimuli from Experiment 2. 
Stimulus presentation was similar to Experiment 1. 
Procedure. Experiment 6 consisted of trials of superordinate and basic category 
verification. The trial sequence began with a fixation cross, followed by a superordinate 
or basic category label, then an unmasked stimulus image for 25ms. As in other 
experiments, responses as to whether the pictured object matched the category label 
could be made for 1000ms after the stimulus onset.  
The novel aspect of Experiment 6 was that trials were paired to create critical 
pairs, baseline pairs, and filler pairs. Critical trial pairs included four types defined by the 
target categories of the first (prime) trial and the second (probe) trial: pairs with target 
categories from the same level of abstraction - superordinate-superordinate and basic-
basic and pairs with target categories at different levels of abstraction - superordinate-
basic and basic-superordinate. Baseline trial pairs consisted of superordinate and basic 
target trials preceded by trial with an unrelated parity judgment of a centrally presented 
number in the range 1-8. Filler trial pairs consisted of one trial of a superordinate 
categorization with a target category of means of transportation preceded by either the 
unrelated number parity task, a superordinate categorization of an animal or means of 
transportation, or a basic-level categorization of an animal. The experiment included an 
equal number of trials (including match and non-match trials) for all target categories 
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(animal, dog, bird, and means of transportation). Trial pairs were randomly ordered such 
that participants were unaware of the pairings. The entire experiment consisted of 12 
practice trials and 460 experimental trials and lasted approximately 40 minutes.   
 
Results 
 Overall performance in Experiment 6 showed a basic-level advantage such that 
sensitivity was marginally higher (p = 0.079) for basic (M = 3.415) than superordinate 
categorization (M = 3.198) and response times were significantly faster (p < 0.0001) for 
basic categorization (M = 495ms) than superordinate categorization (M = 548ms). 
Performance for the baseline condition (i.e., trials that followed the number parity task) 
showed a similar basic-level advantage: sensitivity was equivalent (superordinate: 2.921, 
basic: 2.848, p = 0.518) but basic categorization was significantly faster (superordinate: 
562ms, basic: 494ms, p < 0.0001). 
The critical results in Experiment 6 were the comparison of the priming 
conditions to the baseline condition. This comparison was evaluated in terms of a priming 
effect relative to superordinate and basic categorization performance in the baseline trials. 
The priming effect in sensitivity (Δd’) was calculated by subtracting the baseline 
sensitivity from the sensitivity for the priming conditions. A priming effect in reaction 
time (ΔRT) was calculated by subtracting the mean reaction times for the priming 
conditions from the average baseline reaction times. With these subtractions, a positive 
value for both Δd’ and ΔRT indicates facilitated performance due to the prime and a 
negative values indicates inhibitory performance due to the prime. The priming effects on 
superordinate and basic categorization probe trials were calculated for four priming 
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conditions: match superordinate, non-match superordinate, match basic, and non-match 
basic.  
The priming effects on superordinate and basic probe trial performance were 
evaluated separately with a 2 × 2 analysis of variance with Prime Level (superordinate vs. 
basic) and Prime Match (match vs. non-match) as within participants factors. The 
priming effects in reaction times are shown in Figure 9. For superordinate probe trials, 
there was a significant main effect of Prime Level (F1,19 = 17.42, MSE = 1010.8, p = 
0.0005) such that a superordinate prime led to faster probe trial responses than a basic 
prime. The main effect of Prime Match was also significant (F1,19 = 19.52, MSE = 
4161.2, p = 0.0003) such that a match prime led to faster probe trial responses than a non-
match prime. The interaction of Prime Level and Prime Match was not significant (F1,19 = 
1.01, MSE = 1808.1, p = 0.329). One-sample t-tests were conducted to assess whether 
each prime condition showed a significant priming effect (|ΔRT| > 0). Both the match 
superordinate (t19 = 3.84, p = 0.0011) and match basic prime (t19 = 2.97, p = 0.0078) led 
to a significant positive priming effect, a non-match superordinate prime had no 
significant effect (t19 = 0.24, p = 0.813), and a non-match basic prime led to a significant 
negative priming effect (t19 = 3.07, p = 0.006). 
For the priming effect in reaction times for basic probe trials, there was a 
significant main effect of Prime Match (F1,19 = 4.76, MSE = 3140.1, p = 0.042) such that 
match primes led to faster probe trial responses than non-match primes. Neither the main 
effect of Prime Level (F1,19 = 0.035, MSE = 1303.0, p = 0.855) nor the interaction (F1,19 = 
0.889, MSE = 3052.4, p = 0.358) were significant. Planned comparisons revealed no 
significant priming effects (ts19 < 1.5, ps > 0.15).
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Figure 9: Priming effect results from Experiment 6. The legend for the prime condition 
(i.e., the type of categorization in the preceding trial) is shown in the left panel (true 
superordinate categorization – solid dark gray, false superordinate categorization – 
hatched dark gray, true basic categorization – solid light gray, false basic categorization – 
hatched light gray). The right panel plots the priming effect (correct prime trial RT 
subtracted from the correct baseline trial RT) for the four different priming conditions on 
probe trials of superordinate (left bars) and basic (right bars) categorization. Error bars 
represent 95% confidence intervals of the interaction error term from the two-way 
ANOVAs of Prime Level (superordinate vs. basic) and Prime Match (match vs. non-
match).  
 
ANOVAs were also conducted on the priming effects in sensitivity (see Table 4 
mean values). For superordinate probe trials, there was a significant main effect of Prime 
Match (F1,19 = 8.22, MSE = 0.317, p = 0.01) such that match primes led to higher 
sensitivity in probe trials than non-match primes. Neither the main effect of Prime Level 
(F1,19 = 0.035, MSE = 1303.0, p = 0.855) nor the interaction (F1,19 = 0.889, MSE = 
3052.4, p = 0.358) were significant (Fs1,19 < 1.62, ps > 0.21). Both the match 
superordinate (t19 = 4.03, p = 0.0007) and match basic prime (t19 = 4.76, p = 0.0001) led 
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to a significant positive priming effect, but neither non-match prime led to a significant 
priming effect (ts19 < 0.75, p > 0.48). For basic probe trials, there were no significant 
effects of priming on sensitivity (Fs1,19 < 0.277, ps > 0.6). Similarly, no significant 
priming effects were revealed with planned comparisons (ts19 < 1.5, ps > 0.15). 
 
Table 4: Priming effect in sensitivity for Experiment 6 
  priming effect (Δd’) 
probe trial 
categorization baseline 
match 
superordinate 
non-match 
superordinate 
match 
basic 
non-match 
basic 
superordinate 2.921 0.361 -0.095 0.354 0.088 
basic 2.848 0.032 0.058 -0.033 0.101 
Note: Values in italics indicate significant priming effects (Δd’>0). 
 
 A post-hoc analysis was conducted to investigate the role of repeated 
categorization at the same level of abstraction. Average correct response times for 
superordinate and basic categorization were analyzed as a function of the number of 
immediately preceding trials at the same level of abstraction, a factor referred to as run 
length (e.g., superordinate categorization RT for a run length of 2 is the average RT for 
all correct superordinate categorization trials that were preceded by one superordinate 
categorization). This analysis disregarded the designation of trial pairs and instead relied 
on searching through each participant’s pseudo-randomized trial sequence for runs of 
superordinate and basic categorization. There was sufficient data (greater than or equal to 
5 data points on average across participants) for run lengths of 1, 2, 3, and 4. Figure 10 
plots superordinate and basic categorization RTs as a function of run length.  
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Figure 10: Average hit reaction times for superordinate (blue) and basic (red) 
categorization as a function of the number of repeated trials at the same level of 
abstraction (e.g., the superordinate value plotted at run length of 4 are the average hit RT 
for trials that were preceded by 3 superordinate categorization trials). Error bars represent 
95% confidence intervals from the interaction of category level (superordinate vs. basic) 
and run length. 
 
A 2 × 4 analysis of variance with Category Level (superordinate vs. basic) and 
Run Length as within-participant factors was conducted on mean correct RTs. Overall, 
basic categorization was faster than superordinate categorization (main effect of Category 
Level: F1,19 = 21.12, MSE = 2358.3, p = 0.0002) and there was no main effect of Run 
Length (F3,57 = 0.633, MSE = 1632.4, p = 0.597). But these factors significantly 
interacted F3,57 = 4.28, MSE = 1914.2, p = 0.0086) such that superordinate 
categorizations were faster with longer run lengths while basic categorizations did not 
(and trended towards slower responses with longer run lengths). Paired t-tests provided 
converging evidence of the interaction with faster basic than superordinate categorization 
at shorter run lengths (1 - t19 = 7.218, p < 0.0001; 2 - t19 = 5.399, p < 0.0001; 3 - t19 = 
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2.387, p = 0.0275), but no difference across category level at run length 4 (t19 = 0.187, p 
= 0.852). 
 
Discussion 
 Experiment context matters in object categorization. When experimental context 
focuses singly on superordinate and basic categorizations, responses to superordinate 
categories are faster than basic categories. These results stand in contrast to the classic 
effect of a basic-level advantage. The results of Experiment 6 offer several explanations 
for these conflicting results.  
 One explored possibility is that the basic-level advantage is due to what could be 
considered a confound in target context – basic categorization disproportionately inhibits 
subsequent superordinate decisions. In this case, slower superordinate categorization has 
nothing to do with the speed of accessing category representations; rather, effects from 
the preceding trials spill over to the current trials and lead to slower and less accurate 
responses. However, the results of the baseline condition, where between-trial effects 
were reduced if not eliminated, provided evidence against this notion. Following an 
unrelated number parity judgment, basic categorization responses were faster than 
superordinate categorization responses. A true basic-level advantage is observed even 
when potential between-trial effects are controlled. 
 Turning to the prime trials, superordinate categorization overall was more 
affected by the local shifts in context than basic categorization. In fact, none of the prime 
trials significantly affected basic categorization. The only evidence of priming with basic 
categorization was at the response level such that match primes led to slightly faster 
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response than non-match primes. In contrast, superordinate categorization was affected 
by prime trials and in different ways depending on the type of prime. A matching 
superordinate prime (e.g., “animal” label with a pictured animal) and a matching basic 
prime (e.g., “dog” with a pictured dog) both led to faster superordinate categorization. A 
non-matching superordinate prime (e.g., “animal” with a pictured vehicle) did not alter 
superordinate responses relative to baseline, but a non-matching basic prime (e.g., “dog” 
with a pictured bird) led to slower superordinate responses.  
The lack of priming effects on basic categorization is consistent with a 
representational advantage for basic categories. According to entry-level theory 
(Joliceour et al., 1984; Murphy & Smith, 1982; Rosch et al., 1976), basic categories are 
directly accessible by perceptual processing; in other words, matching visual input to 
categories at the basic level is a fairly automatic process (Richler, 2010). Superordinate 
categories, on the other hand, are accessed through a mediated search of semantic 
knowledge starting from the basic level representation (Joliceour et al., 1984). In terms of 
priming effects, basic categorization may already be as fast as it can be, but superordinate 
categorization has room for improvement. 
Superordinate categorization did improve with matching superordinate and basic 
primes. The stimulus encountered during these primes was an exemplar of the category 
that was the target in the probe trial. For example, a dog was shown in both prime and 
probe trials. According to a spreading activation account (Meyer & Schvaneveldt, 1971), 
a dog image on the prime trial activates the perceptual representation for dog and 
activation spreads to its semantic network strengthening the association to animal. If 
from either the activation of the relevant perceptual representation, the activated and 
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potentially strengthened connection to the animal concept, or both, it follows that 
subsequent categorization of a dog as animal will be facilitated (Marsolek, 2008; 
McNamara, 2005). 
Interpreting the effect of non-match primes on superordinate categorization is 
much less straightforward. According to the theory of antipriming (Marsolek, 2008), the 
more the internal representations of two objects overlap, the greater these representations 
will interfere with each other. For example, a trial pair in the non-matching basic prime 
condition consisted of a prime trial to categorize a “dog” with a pictured bird followed by 
a probe trial to categorize “animal” with a pictured dog. The extent that the perceptual 
representation for bird overlaps with the representation for dog predicts the amount of 
interference in processing the dog stimulus during the probe trial. Indeed, a large negative 
priming effect was observed with non-matching basic primes. Also, the prediction that 
less overlap leads to less interference was supported by the null priming effect of the non-
matching superordinate prime condition. There should be little overlap in the perceptual 
representations of a car and dog and, as was observed, no interference occurred.  
As well as these results fit with the predictions from the priming/antipriming 
literatures, interpretation of the priming effects for non-matching primes are confused by 
decisional and response-related factors. The antipriming explanation is based only on the 
stimuli presented during these trials, but participants were engaged in a categorization 
task with a category in mind (e.g., “dog?”, “animal?”). With selective attention to 
(Nosofsky, 1986) and prioritization of perceptual processing of (Guest & Lamberts, 
2010) diagnostic features it is difficult to predict what information was processed and 
used as evidence for a “non-match” response. Also, the non-matching basic prime 
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condition included a confound in response mapping. During the prime trial, the correct 
response switched from a “non-match” for a bird in the prime trial to a “match” for an 
animal in the probe trial. If processing a bird image activates the animal representation, 
animal would be associated with “non-match” in the prime trial. On the subsequent probe 
trial, the correct response mapping switched such that animal was associated with 
“match”. This was the only condition that had this inconsistent response mapping 
between prime and probe trials; it was also the only condition with a negative priming 
effect. Of course, Experiment 6 was not designed to pull apart the separate perceptual, 
decisional, and response-related between-trial effects. What is clear from the results of 
Experiment 6 is that superordinate categorization was affected by the local shifts in 
context, but basic categorization was not.  
The post-hoc analysis of repeated categorizations at the same level was motivated 
by the fact that repeated superordinate categorization led to such a large priming effect. 
This analysis revealed that the basic-level advantage in response times was eliminated 
after only four repeated trials of superordinate-level categorization. Critically, the 
elimination of the basic-level advantage was due largely to a decrease in superordinate 
categorization RT, a similar result to what was observed in Experiment 5. This RT 
speedup is consistent with a transition from mediated processing through semantic 
knowledge to more direct retrieval of perceptual representations in episodic memory 
(Logan, 1988; Nosofsky & Palmeri, 1997; Palmeri, 1997). Also extending the results of 
Experiment 5, the increased efficiency in superordinate categorization due to repetitions 
of target category was short lived. Recently stored representations of superordinate 
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categories may be available for fast subsequent superordinate categorization, but only for 
a limited window of time.  
 
Experiment 7: The Perceptual Nature of Rapid Categorization 
An important assumption in the account of rapid categorization is the perceptual nature of 
the representations underlying the fast decisions. Contrary to rapid categorization 
findings (Thorpe et al., 1996; VanRullen & Thorpe, 2001; Macé et al., 2009), previous 
studies addressing the nature of representations underlying categorization have found no 
evidence for perceptually-based superordinate category representations (Jolicoeur et al., 
1984; Rosch, 1975; Rosch et al., 1976). 
 Rosch et al. (1976) assessed the nature of representations with an identity-priming 
task where participants judged whether two simultaneously-presented images were 
physically identical after being primed with a category word. In this task, it is assumed 
that a word prime activates a visual representation that facilitates the visual matching 
judgment. The degree of facilitation, exhibited by faster reaction times relative to neutral 
prime words, is related to the extent that the primed internal representation matches the 
visual percept relevant for the matching task (Posner & Mitchell, 1967; Rosch, 1975; 
Rosch et al., 1976; Tanka, 2001). Rosch et al. found that both basic- and subordinate-
level category prime words facilitated the identity judgment, but superordinate-level 
category prime words did not. In a separate study, Rosch (1975) found similar results 
where superordinate primes did not facilitate identity matches, but did facilitate category 
matches. Following the logic of the identity-priming task, these findings suggest that the 
representations generated by superordinate category words do not include perceptual 
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features that aid responses in identity judgments, perhaps due to the disjoint nature of 
perceptual features defining superordinate categories (Rosch et al., 1976).  
The purpose of Experiment 7 was to ask the same question as the previous 
identity-priming studies, but in the context of rapid categorization. Participants first 
performed several blocks of speeded category verification with brief exposure durations, 
then completed an identity-priming task where the stimuli were presented for a brief 
duration. The extent that the internal representation generated by a superordinate category 
word matches the visual percept of the two stimuli, the faster the identity response. 
Previous studies of identity priming (Rosch, 1975; Rosch et al. 1976) suggest 
superordinate category representations do not have a direct role in perceptual processing. 
But, these findings are based on the normal categorization paradigm. The working 
account of rapid superordinate categorization describes quick and direct association 
between perceptual information and superordinate category representations. If so, the 
perceptual representation generated by a superordinate category word should facilitate 
identity judgments and provide converging evidence for the perceptual nature of rapid 
superordinate categorization.  
 
Methods 
Participants. Forty-four Vanderbilt University undergraduate students (28 
female, age range 18-25, average age 19.8 years) with normal or corrected-to-normal 
vision participated in this experiment. Participants received course credit for their 
participation. Informed consent was obtained prior to participation in accordance with 
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Vanderbilt University’s Institutional Review Board. One participant did not follow the 
experiment instructions and was removed from analysis. 
 Stimuli. The same stimuli of dogs, animals, and means of transportation from 
Experiment 1 and stimuli of flowers and trees from Experiment 2 were used in 
Experiment 7. Stimulus presentation dimensions were the same as Experiment 1. 
Procedure. Experiment 7 consisted of two phases: Participants first completed a 
rapid categorization task phase followed by an identity-priming phase. The rapid 
categorization task phase had participants perform six blocks of rapid categorization as 
described in Experiment 1. During the rapid categorization phase, half of the participants 
had blocked target categories (e.g., 3 consecutive blocks with a animal as a target 
category and 3 consecutive blocks with dog as a target category) and half of the 
participants had randomized target categories (animal and dog appeared in random order 
through all blocks).  
 After completing the rapid categorization phase, all participants completed an 
identity-priming task. The trial sequence for the identity-priming task consisted of 
presentation of six plus signs (“++++++”) for 500ms, followed by a neutral word 
(“blank”), superordinate prime word (“animal”), or basic prime word (“dog”) for 
1000ms, and a brief presentation (25ms) of two object images. The two images were 
vertically centered and were separated by 2 degrees of visual angle. Participants 
responded to whether the two images were physically identical or not. On same trials, the 
two images were identical images of a dog, bird, car, plane, flower, or tree. On different 
trials, the two images were clearly different (e.g., dog and car, car and tree). Participants 
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were instructed to respond as quickly as possible and were told that images that were 
different would be obviously different.   
 The entire experiment consisted of 288 categorization trials in phase 1 followed 
by 192 trials of identity priming in phase 2 and lasted approximately 40 minutes.  
 
Results 
 Performance during the categorization phase (see Table 5) met expectations such 
that a superordinate-level advantage was observed in the blocked target context group 
and a basic-level advantage was observed in the random target context group. The critical 
performance measure in Experiment 7 was the average hit rate and reaction times during 
the identity-priming phase in addition to a priming effect in hit rate (baseline subtracted 
from basic/superordinate prime) and reaction time (basic/superordinate prime subtracted 
from baseline). A one-way analysis of variance with prime type 
(baseline/superordinate/basic) as a within-participant factor was conducted on average hit 
rates and RTs. Hit rate and RT priming effects were assessed with one-sample t-tests. 
 
Table 5: Average sensitivity and RT in categorization phase of Experiment 7 
 Sensitivity (d’) RT (ms) 
Target Context super. basic p super. basic p 
blocked 3.34 3.014 0.022 441 462 0.011 
randomized 2.69 3.22 <0.001 610 549 <0.001 
Note: Comparisons of superordinate (super.) and basic categorization performance measures were based on 
paired t-tests (α = 0.05). 
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The average accuracy and RT results along with the priming effect results from 
the identity-priming phase are shown in Figure 11. For the blocked target context group 
(left panel Figure 11), the prime type did not affect hit rates (F1,20 = 0.847, MSE = 0.001, 
p = 0.436) but did significantly affect reaction times (F1,20 = 3.929, MSE = 290.3, p < 
0.028). A superordinate prime word led to faster responses relative to baseline (t20 = 
2.352, p = 0.024), but responses following a basic prime word were equivalent to 
baseline (t20 = 0.089, p = 0.929).  
For the randomized target context group (right panel Figure 11), prime type had a 
marginal effect on hit rates (F1,21 = 2.671, MSE = 0.003, p = 0.081) and a significant 
effect on reaction times (F1,21 = 6.083, MSE = 644.5, p = 0.0048). A superordinate prime 
word led to more accurate (t21 = 2.391, p = 0.026) and faster (t21 = 3.663, p = 0.0015) 
responses relative to baseline. A basic prime word led to faster responses relative to 
baseline (t21 = 2.552, p = 0.019). 
 
Discussion 
 The combination of brief exposures and blocked target context leads to a 
superordinate-level advantage in object categorization. Analyzing this advantage within 
the diffusion model framework suggests a priority in perceptual processing for 
superordinate over basic categorization such that superordinate categorization requires 
less time for perceptual processing. That rapid categorization is based on efficient 
perceptual processing stands in contrast to proposal of entry level processing where 
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superordinate categorization is thought to occur through semantic mediation (e.g., 
Jolicoeur et al., 1984).  
 
 
Figure 11: Results from the identity-priming phase of Experiment 7 for the blocked target 
context group (left panel) and randomized target context group (right panel). Accuracy 
for same trials with a neutral word (baseline; gray bars), superordinate prime word (blue 
bars), and basic prime word (red bars) is plotted in the top graphs. A priming effect in 
accuracy, shown in the smaller plots, was calculated by subtracting the baseline condition 
from the priming conditions. Average reaction times for same trials are plotted in the 
bottom graphs and follow the same color scheme. The priming effect in reaction times 
was calculated by subtracting the priming conditions from the baseline condition. For the 
hit rate and mean RT plots, error bars represent 95% confidence intervals of the prime 
type main effect. For the priming effect plots, error bars represent 95% confidence 
intervals of the one-sample t-test for a significant priming effect. 
 
Experiment 7 was conducted to find converging evidence of the influence of 
superordinate-level categories on perceptual processing of objects. The logic of the 
identity-priming task follows that the extent that a category prime word generates a 
representation isomorphic to the visual representation necessary for an identity judgment 
is reflected in a priming effect. Previous findings suggest superordinate categories do not 
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lead to a priming effect (Rosch et al., 1976). In contrast, the results of Experiment 7 show 
clear priming effects for the superordinate category animal after performing 
superordinate and basic categorization with brief exposures.  
Unexpectedly, a superordinate priming effect was found regardless of whether the 
first phase of categorization included a blocked or randomized target context. Unlike 
previous studies using the identity-priming task, the two images were presented for brief 
exposures. This likely limited the amount of perceptual processing and created coarse 
representations that would better support a perceptual representation generated by a 
superordinate category prime word. Such an effect might arise regardless of whether 
rapid categorization was performed preceding the identity-priming task. Unfortunately, 
the present experiment does not allow for separating out these different contributions in 
the priming effect. However, these ambiguities do not change the clear result that in 
experimental conditions similar to rapid categorization, superordinate categories do play 
a direct role in the perceptual processing of visual objects. 
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CHAPTER V 
 
GENERAL DISCUSSION 
 
The present research explored a puzzle in visual object categorization: you 
usually spot the bird fastest; but in a glance, you spot the animal faster. Why does the 
relative timing of object categorizations vary so considerably under normal speeded 
category verification versus rapid categorization paradigms? At first blush, the findings 
from normal and rapid categorization seem in conflict. But, the paradigms differ in two 
critical ways: the duration stimuli are available for perceptual processing and the 
experimental context of target categories.  
A severe limit on exposure duration is the hallmark of rapid categorization – rapid 
stimuli lead to rapid category responses (Thorpe et al., 1996). While the “briefness” of 
stimulus exposure in rapid categorization is well appreciated, understanding how 
exposure duration affects categorization at different levels of abstraction, especially 
superordinate categorization, remains largely unexplored. Similarly, little theoretical or 
empirical research has addressed how the encoding process unfolds over time with the 
brief stimulus exposures in rapid categorization. Critically, simply no attention has been 
given to the differences in the experiment format of normal and rapid categorization. The 
goal of the present research was to empirically investigate how the factors of exposure 
duration and target category context affect the speed of categorization decisions and to 
offer a theoretical starting point for reconciling the conflicting results of normal and rapid 
categorization. 
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Summary of Findings 
The goal of Experiment 1 was to replicate the superordinate-level advantage in 
rapid categorization (Macé et al., 2009). The superordinate-level advantage was 
successfully replicated for decisions within the animal domain, but only weak evidence 
was found for a superordinate-level advantage with decisions within the means of 
transportation domain. Notably, categorizations within the means of transportation 
domain did not show a basic-level advantage; superordinate and basic categorization 
performance was equivalent. An extended analysis of performance with the diffusion 
model (Ratcliff, 1978) revealed that relative to rapid basic categorization, perceptual 
processing for rapid superordinate categorization took less time and provided higher 
quality evidence for driving the decision process. 
In Experiment 2, the two factors separating normal and rapid categorization, 
exposure duration and target context, were manipulated in a standard category 
verification task. The basic-level advantage was eliminated only when stimulus exposure 
duration was brief and target context was blocked. This is the first experiment to directly 
compare these factors and also the first to show that both matter in the speed of 
categorization: brief exposures are critical to the elimination of the basic-level advantage, 
but only when the experimental context singly focuses on categorizing at different levels.  
 To characterize the role of exposure duration in the speed of categorization, 
Experiment 3 offered a systematic manipulation of masked exposure durations ranging 
from the brief exposures of rapid categorization to the long exposures of normal 
categorization. A superordinate-level advantage was observed with brief exposures, 
performance for basic and superordinate categorization was equivalent at intermediate 
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exposures, and finally a basic-level advantage emerged with longer exposures. Critically, 
the time course of performance was consistent with the time course of perceptual 
processing proposed by Rogers and Patterson (2007). Experiment 4 focused on the time 
course of perceptual processing with brief stimulus exposure. A superordinate-level 
advantage was apparent throughout the tested time course. Superordinate categorization 
quickly reached asymptote while basic categorization continued to be disrupted by the 
mask at longer SOAs. With only a glance at an object, the encoded perceptual 
representation quickly supported its superordinate category. 
Experiment 5 confirmed the results in Experiment 2 that target context affects the 
relative speed of superordinate categorization. A basic-level advantage was observed 
with brief exposures and randomized target categories, but the advantage was eliminated 
when target context was blocked. Experiment 6 asked how target context matters by 
investigating the local context of between-trial effects for randomized target context. 
Relative to baseline conditions, superordinate categorization was influenced by the local 
shifts in target context. Following a successful superordinate or basic categorization, 
superordinate responses were facilitated. The facilitation of superordinate responses 
increased with the number of immediately preceding superordinate trials. In contrast, 
basic categorization was not affected by local shifts in experimental context.  
Finally, the goal of Experiment 7 was to investigate the perceptual nature of the 
representations generated by rapid categorization. After performing rapid categorization, 
a superordinate prime word (“animal”) facilitated participants’ judgments about the 
physical identity of two images from that superordinate domain. This priming effect 
suggests the internal representation generated by the superordinate prime word can be 
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brought to bear in a decidedly perceptual task. Such an effect has not been observed 
previously with a superordinate category (Rosch et al., 1976). 
 
A Reconciling Account of the Time Course of Categorization 
 The central purpose of this dissertation is to provide behavioral evidence in 
support of developing a reconciling theoretical account of rapid and normal 
categorization. Bridging these tasks revealed compelling evidence for a single underlying 
mechanism of visual object categorization that is influenced by both exposure duration 
and experimental context. The time course of perceptual processing proposed by Rogers 
and Patterson (2007) and illustrated in Figure 1 serves as a starting point. This time 
course is based on a prediction of a PDP-based model of categorization effects proposed 
by Rogers and McClelland (2004; see also, Rogers & McClelland, 2008). In this model, 
category knowledge is based on nested representations that follow the ontological coarse 
to fine levels of abstraction. During category verification, the time course prediction 
follows that as visual information of an object is encoded, category knowledge is 
activated in a coarse to fine manner such that representations of superordinate categories 
are relatively more active early in processing. Basic categories have a representational 
advantage due to a combination of greater frequency during learning and greater 
structural similarity of their exemplars. This leads to a rapid increase in evidence during 
perceptual processing such that evidence for basic categories reaches a decision threshold 
before evidences for superordinate or subordinate categories. The outcome is a prediction 
of faster basic-level categorization (Rogers & McClelland, 2004). However, this model’s 
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coarse-to-fine activation of perceptual evidence provides a clear prediction in reconciling 
the results of rapid and normal categorization. 
 Converging theoretical support for a coarse-to-find activation of category 
evidence is found in Lamberts’ (1995; 1998; 2000) EGCM. The EGCM describes a 
perceptual encoding process whereby object representations are formed gradually from 
stochastically sampled object dimensions. Early in encoding, only those dimensions with 
high inclusion rates (typically related to saliency) will be sampled resulting in an 
incomplete and limited representation; with further encoding, more dimensions become 
available and are included in the representation. With brief exposures, the EGCM’s 
perceptual encoding process is interrupted, leaving only an incomplete representation for 
the target object. In this case, the similarity between the target object representation and 
its more abstract superordinate category is relatively higher than the similarity to its basic 
category (Lamberts & Freeman, 1999). With more time for encoding, the EGCM may 
predict a basic-level advantage due to a gain in structural similarity or attention weights 
tuned to diagnostic dimensions, but early in processing superordinate categories will be 
supported over basic. 
With limited perceptual processing, extant models of categorization (Lamberts, 
2000; Rogers & Patterson, 2007) suggest an early advantage for superordinate 
categorization. This seems to be exactly the situation created by the rapid categorization 
task. Stimulus exposure is brief, limiting the amount of perceptual processing that can 
occur. In this brief window, perceptual information diagnostic of superordinate categories 
is quickly encoded and available for category verification. The encoding process for 
perceptual information diagnostic of basic categories is yet to finish resulting in delayed 
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responses based on weaker evidence. With longer exposures, the more detailed 
perceptual features required for more accurate and faster basic categorization responses 
are encoded and available for the decision process and the classic observation of a basic-
level advantage emerges.  
It is clear from the present experiments that limiting perceptual processing alone 
does not fully explain the difference in representational advantage with rapid 
categorization. The basic-level advantage gives way to a superordinate-level advantage 
only with repetitions of superordinate categorization. As I have hinted at previously, this 
speed up in superordinate processing is consistent with a tradeoff from mediated 
processing to direct access of stored perceptual representations. A more detailed 
description of this account follows.  
Relative to basic categories, superordinate categories are defined by a disjoint set 
of visual features. Most birds have wings and beaks, but most animals do not share any 
visual features. Also, if default categorization is at the basic level, experiences of 
categorizing an object at a superordinate level may be rare. The upshot is that the 
mapping between visual representations of objects and the representation of their 
superordinate category may be relatively weak (Rosch et al., 1976; Murphy & Brownell, 
1985). As a result, proposals of entry-level effects suggest that under standard category 
verification conditions superordinate categorization is mediated through semantic search 
from an object’s basic category (Jolicoeur et al., 1984; Murphy & Brownell, 1985; 
Murphy & Smith, 1982; Rosch et al., 1976). Perceptual processing reaches dog fastest 
and a semantic lookup from the dog representation leads to animal.  
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A model of indirect processing where fast basic categorization mediates semantic 
access of superordinate category simply does not fit the results from rapid categorization. 
Superordinate categorization is fast and accurate, more so than basic categorization. The 
results of the present experiments suggest a transition from the indirect processing of 
superordinate categorization described by entry-level theories of categorization to more 
direct access of stored memorial representations. Nosofsky and Palmeri’s (1997) EBRW 
provides a framework for describing how this transition may occur. The EBRW assumes 
categorization decisions are based on a competition of algorithmic and memory-retrieval 
processes similar to Logan’s (1988) instance theory of automaticity. The memory 
retrieval process is assumed to be similarity based, borrowing the representational 
framework of the GCM (Nosofsky, 1986). Exemplars stored in memory are retrieved at a 
rate proportional to their similarity to the target object: the more similar an exemplar to 
the target object, the faster and more often it will be retrieved. Each successful memory 
retrieval contributes an incremental amount of evidence to a random-walk diffusion 
process. After a sufficient amount of evidence has accumulated from multiple memory 
retrievals, a response is made. Category representations are based on stored exemplar 
representations of category members previously encountered; every encounter with a 
category member results in a new stored exemplar in memory. 
The EBRW makes two particularly relevant predictions: 1) The more similar an 
exemplar is to a target category, the more it will contribute to the decision process and 2) 
increasing the number of stored category exemplars decreases response times for decision 
about that category (Nosofsky & Palmeri, 1997). Both of these predictions are at play in 
rapid categorization. The coarse representations available with limited stimulus exposure 
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support superordinate over basic categorization representations, thereby increasing the 
proportion of retrieved exemplars that are members of the target object’s superordinate 
category. And, within a block of superordinate target trials, many recently stored 
exemplars associated with the relevant superordinate category are available for 
subsequent superordinate categorization decisions. The slower indirect process of 
semantic mediation loses the competition to the direct process of retrieving these recently 
stored animal exemplars. Through the interaction of limited perceptual processing and 
recently stored superordinate exemplars with similarly coarse representations, 
superordinate categorization is faster and more accurate than basic categorization. 
An intriguing experimental finding of the present research is the short lifespan of 
improved superordinate categorization. Superordinate categorization is as fast as basic 
categorization after a small number of repetitions, but only for as long as the repetitions 
continue. One potential explanation for this quick “speeddown” may be found in an 
account of antipriming (Marsolek, 2008). Antipriming is described as inhibition for 
processing objects that have overlapping representations with previously processed 
objects. The account posits that this inhibition arises due to constantly-evolving 
relearning of visual and conceptual representations based on simple error-driven or 
Hebbian learning (Marsolek et al., 2010). For example, the visual input of a desk will 
strongly activate the representation of a desk, but also weakly activate representations of 
similarly-shaped objects like a piano. Successful categorization of the desk reinforces the 
connection between the activated visual representation and the representation for desk 
and weakens the connection to the representation for piano. Subsequent processing of 
desk will be facilitated, but processing of piano will be impaired. 
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Extending this explanation to rapid superordinate categorization, if faster 
superordinate categorization is based on traces of recently viewed superordinate 
exemplars, each repetition of superordinate categorization will reinforce these traces and 
their link to the relevant superordinate category. But, a subsequent successful basic 
categorization, due to the large representational advantage for basic categories, will 
greatly weaken the strength of these superordinate traces. The visual representation for 
dog largely overlaps with the coarse visual representation of a dog categorized as an 
animal. The relative strength of the recently viewed superordinate exemplars is 
essentially nullified with one trial of basic categorization. Fully understanding the time 
frame of how superordinate categorization improves with repetition awaits further study. 
Evolving memory strengths due to the local experimental context offers a compelling 
theoretical starting point. 
Perhaps a more cynical perspective of the present research is that in attempting to 
capture the fastest of categorization responses, research on rapid categorization has 
created a situation outside the bounds of everyday categorization behavior. The typical 
observer may not have functional perceptual representations of superordinate categories 
or direct access of these representations in her visual categorization toolbox. She might 
see the animal fastest, but only under limited and artificial conditions. However, research 
on rapid categorization has offered a unique glimpse into the early processes of object 
categorization. It is clear that under certain conditions, superordinate categorization does 
occur accurately and quickly. The present experiments provide an initial picture for 
understanding the factors that lead to fast superordinate categorization.  
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The time course of perceptual encoding in categorization revealed in these 
experiments offers a pattern of results that models of categorization must account for. In 
the time course of processing for categorization, superordinate categories are supported 
over basic categories before the classic basic-level advantage emerges. In a sense, this 
relaxes the constraints for the temporal dynamics of perceptual processing. For example, 
in exemplar models of categorization it has been necessary to assume selective attention 
to diagnostic dimensions (Kruschke, 1992; Palmeri, 1999) or a greater number of 
diagnostic dimensions for basic categories (Estes, 1994) to account for an advantage at an 
intermediate level in a hierarchy of category representations. The time course 
characterized in Experiments 3 and 4 is consistent with the more intuitive prediction of 
coarse-to-fine processing (Schyns & Oliva, 1994), but with a greater gain in evidence for 
basic categories with increasing perceptual processing (Rogers & Patterson, 2007). A 
compelling next step will be a formal analysis of these time course results with a 
computational model of categorization that incorporates mechanisms of time-consuming 
perceptual encoding and decisional processes. For example, the EBRW-PE model (Cohen 
& Nosofsky, 2003), a model that incorporates time-dependent perceptual encoding 
(Lamberts, 2000) into the EBRW (Nosofsky & Palmeri, 1997) model of perceptual 
decision making offers inspiration for such an analysis.  
 
Conclusion 
The level of abstraction where perceptual information reaches stored object 
representations fastest is a reflection of the organizing principles in how we represent the 
visual world. Rosch described categorization as an act of cognitive efficiency – objects 
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should be represented with a level of detail that is most useful in the most situations. She 
reasoned that this level corresponded with the basic cuts in the correlational structure of 
objects in the real world. And, in general, an object is categorized at the basic level 
fastest (Rosch et al., 1976).  
However, the extent that a category representation has privileged access over 
others depends on a variety of factors. Atypical structure relative to other category 
members (Jolicoeur et al., 1984; Murphy & Brownell, 1985) and the observer’s 
experiences (Gauthier & Tarr, 1997; Johnson & Mervis, 1997; Tanaka & Taylor, 1991) 
affect the speed of categorization. The present research characterizes the critical factors 
of rapid categorization and provides an additional set of constraints on the timing of 
accessing category representations. My glance in the backyard may typically reveal a 
bird; but with a particularly brief glance and with animal in mind, I may spot the animal 
fastest. 
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APPENDIX 
 
ANALYSIS OF GLOBAL IMAGE FEATURES 
 
A persistent question of rapid categorization findings is whether the rapid 
superordinate decisions are due to low-level stimulus factors (Kirchner & Thorpe, 2006). 
Extending this concern to the present study, the superordinate-level advantage in rapid 
categorization may be due to simple differences in low-level image properties, for 
example, such as the ratio of curvilinear versus straight lines present in the stimuli 
(Levin, Takarae, Miner, & Keil, 2001). If so, rapid superordinate categorization may have 
little to do with the visual object categorization system. I investigated the information 
content of low-level visual features in the stimulus set used in the experiments presented 
in this document with a well-known and successful model of scene categorization (Oliva 
& Torralba, 2001). 
The model was trained to perform superordinate categorization (dog versus means 
of transportation) and basic categorization (dog versus animals) based on global image 
features. Images from the contrasting categories were filtered with a bank of Gabor filters 
at four different spatial scales and eight orientations. A low-level visual representation for 
each image was created by taking the average response to each filter resulting in a 32-
element feature vector. Two-thirds of the images from both categories were used to train 
a linear discriminant classifier. The remaining one-third of the images served as a test set. 
Repeated random sub-sampling cross validation was conducted with 1,000 randomly 
sampled training/testing sets to provide a sampling distribution of model performance. 
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 The important comparison of this analysis was the performance for superordinate 
relative to basic categorization. If superordinate categorization can be performed based 
on a simple difference in a low-level image feature, the model trained for superordinate 
categorization should significantly outperform the model trained for basic categorization. 
In fact, the opposite was observed. Performance for basic categorization (93.2% +/- 
4.1%) was significantly better than for superordinate categorization (85.2% +/- 5.2%). 
The implications of these differences await further study. But, for the purposes of the 
experiments in this document, it is unlikely that the behavioral superordinate-level 
advantage is due to low-level visual features in the stimulus set. 
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